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Perkins County Elementary School Student-Parent Handbook
2018-19 School Year
Forward
Section 1 Intent of Handbook
This intention of this handbook is to be used by students, parents, and staff as a
guide to the rules, regulations, and general information about Perkins County
Elementary School. Each student is responsible for becoming familiar with the
handbook and knowing the information contained in it. Parents are encouraged to
use this handbook as a resource and to assist their child in following the rules
contained in this handbook.
Although the information found in this handbook is detailed and specific on many
topics, the handbook is not intended to be all encompassing so as to cover every
situation and circumstance that may arise during any school day, or school year.
This handbook does not create a “contract.” The administration reserves the right to
make decisions and make rule revisions at any time to implement the educational
program and to assure the well being of all students and the educational program.
The administration will be responsible for interpreting the rules contained in the
handbook. Should a situation or circumstance arise that is not specifically covered
in this handbook, the administration will make a decision based upon all applicable
school district policies, and state, and federal statutes and regulations.
Notice of Non-Discrimination
Notice of Non-discrimination
In accordance with federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture
policy, this institution is prohibited from discrimination on the basis of
race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, or reprisal or retaliation
for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity conducted or
funded by USDA. To file a program complaint of discrimination,
complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, (AD-3027)
found online at: http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html,
and at any USDA office, or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide
in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a
copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992.
Submit your
completed form or letter to USDA by:
(1) Mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410
(2) Fax: (202) 690-7442; or
(3) Email: program.intake@usda.gov

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of
communication for program information (e.g. Braille, large print,
audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.), should contact the school
district. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech
disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at
(800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made
available in languages other than English.
Section 2
Members of the Board of Education
Mr. Jayson Bishop, President
Mr. Scott Osler, Vice President
Mrs. Amy Kroeker, Secretary
Mr. Ryan Hendricks, Treasurer
Mr. Larry Pritchett
Mrs. Angie Patrick
Section 3
Administrative Staff
Name
Position
Mr. Phillip Picquet
Superintendent
Mr. Dean Friedel
Jr./Sr. High Principal
Mrs. Nicole Long
Elementary Principal
Mr. Jeremey Struckman
Activity Director

School
Jr./Sr High
Jr./Sr. High
Elementary
Jr./Sr. High
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Section 4
Teaching Staff
Elementary School
Mrs. Connie Mahnken
Mrs. Erin Fisher
Mrs. Tammy Hutcheson
Mrs. Sheila Olson
Mrs. Cheri McCormick
Mrs. Les Reinke
Mrs. Sandy Waitley
Mrs. Jill Richmond
Ms. Lindsey Perlinger
Mrs. Taren Hendricks
Mr. Steve Snyder
Mrs. Amanda Wood
Mrs. Tara Schwanebeck
Mr. Shayne Hite
Mrs. Erica Turner
Mrs. Dana Freiberg
Mrs. Jonette Kemling
Mr. Shawn Cole
Miss Alyssa Yapp
Ms. Jasmine Schafer
Mrs. Michelle Snyder
Mrs. Geraldean Walker
Mrs. Lynda Forney

Preschool
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
3rd Reading, 3rd/4th Language Arts
3rd Reading, 3rd/4th Science
4th Reading, 3rd/4th Math
4th Reading, 3rd/4th Social Studies
5th Reading, 5th/6th Science
5th Reading, 5th/6th Social Studies
6th Reading, 5th/6th Math
6th Reading, 5th/6th Language Arts
Title I
K-6 Special Education
K-6 Physical Education
K-6 Vocal Music
5th/6th Band, HAL Coordinator
K-12 ELL, K-6 Art
K-6 Counselor
Media

Article 1
Section 1- Mission Statement
The mission of Perkins County Schools is develop capable, responsible, lifelong
learners who demonstrate those skills necessary for achieving academic and
occupational success in a global society.
This can be attained through providing1.
A quality and caring staff, committed to academic excellence
2.
A climate conducive to learning
3.
A progressive, dynamic, comprehensive, and challenging curriculum
4.
Fiscal responsibility, sound management, and community involvement
5.
A framework for advancing the use of technology in every aspect of the
educational process
Section 2- Expectations
Perkins County Elementary will operate with three important expectations in mind.
This includes all staff, students, and visitors in our building.

1.
2.
3.

Be Safe
Be Responsible
Be Respectful

Section 3- Communication Channels
Board Policy-301.04
Questions and concerns shall be resolved at the lowest organizational level nearest
the complaint. School employees shall be responsible for conferring with their
immediate supervisor on questions and concerns. Students and other members of
the school district community shall confer with a certified employee and then with
the principal.
If resolution is not possible by any of the above, individuals may bring it to the
attention of the superintendent within five school days of their discussion with the
principal. If there is no resolution or plan for resolution within five days of the
individual’s discussion with the superintendent, the individual may ask to have the
question or problem placed on the board agenda. The action of the board will be
final.

Article 2- School Day
Section 1- Daily Schedule
7:45- School Personnel on duty
8:00- School Begins
8:05- Tardy Bell
3:30- K-6 Dismissal
3:45- School Personnel off duty
Preschool
8:00-11:30- Morning Classes
12:30-3:30- Afternoon Classes
Cafeteria Schedules
7:30-8:00- Breakfast
11:00-11:30- K-2nd Grade Lunch
11:30-12:00- 3rd and 4th Grade Lunch
12:30-1:00 – 5th and 6th Grade Lunch
Office Hours
7:00-4:00

Friday Schedule
Perkins County Schools will dismiss at 2:30 p.m. each Friday and buses will run
accordingly
7

Section 2- Shortened Schedules
Due to staff development and holiday schedules, there are days throughout the
school year when students will be dismissed on a shortened schedule. There may
also be days where the elementary building is in session while the junior
high/senior high school is not in session due to high school sponsored activities that
require the high school building’s use for hosting of those activities.
Section 3- Severe Weather and School Cancellations
The superintendent may cancel classes due to severe weather. The district will
notify local media when inclement weather warrants such action. The information
is shared on local television and radio stations. The district may also utilize the
automatic emergency contact system for parents to receive text and phone alerts.
Please contact the district office with phone numbers you wish to have added or
changes to the automated system. Please do not call the school offices to inquire
about school closings. Parents are encouraged to have an emergency contact the
school may call if necessary. Should you have changes in your child’s
transportation, please email Mrs. Summers.
laurie.summers@perkinscountyschools.org.
After school starts
Every attempt will be made to avoid closing school once classes are in session.
However in some circumstances, it is necessary to get children safely home before
the worst of a storm hits. Please have a plan in place for your child should this
happen.
Parental Decisions
Parents may decide to keep their children home in inclement weather. Students
absent because of weather will be marked absent by parent request.
Section 4- Open-Closed Campus
All students are required to remain on campus during the school day. Parents who
wish their child be released for lunch on a regular basis should provide a written
note to the office. The student should sign out and back in upon return.
Section 5- Supervision Responsibility Before/After School
Arrival At School/Dismissal From School
Students are expected to arrive at school no earlier than 7:30 if the child eats
breakfast at school, and 7:45 if they are not eating breakfast. Should students arrive
at school prior to 7:45, and do not intend to eat breakfast; they may go directly to
the playground. Prior to that time, the school is not responsible for supervision of
the students.
Students are dismissed at 3:30 p.m., when they are asked to leave the school
grounds, unless remaining at school for certain circumstances (tutoring, detention,

etc.). The school is not responsible for students who were to leave school grounds
and there is not supervision required for students after 3:45 p.m.
Dropping off/Picking Up Students
All students who are not riding district transportation should be dropped off and
enter through the front entrance. Students and parents are encouraged to use the
crosswalk in front of the school. Do not drop off or pick students up on the south
side of the building for the safety of our students boarding and exiting the bus area.
Parents are encouraged to say their good byes at the front door and encourage their
student to walk to their classroom independently. If it is necessary for a parent to
visit with school personnel, please sign in the office and obtain a visitor’s pass.
Changes in After-school Plans
Should a student have a change in plans after school, please contact the school office
before 3:00 p.m. If a note, email, or call is not received by this time, your child will
be instructed to follow the regular plan.
Dismissal Requests
Parents must request by official notice if the school is not to dismiss a student to a
designated person, i.e. court order. The parent should supply a copy of this court
order to the principal to have on file. Parents are encouraged to keep all emergency
contacts current with the office.
Section 6- Additional Information
Cafeteria Prices
Breakfast
$1.80
Lunch
PreK-6 lunch- $2.80
Adult Lunch- $3.70
Extra Milk- $.35
Extra Entrée- $1.00
Address Changes/ Student Records
Please keep the school notified of all changes in addresses, phone numbers, and
emergency contact changes.
Soliciting
Students are asked not to sell, take orders, or deliver orders during school hours.
This can be done after 3:45 p.m.
Birthday Treats, Gifts, and Invitations
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Parents or guardians may provide treats for the classmates of their child. This is
NOT mandatory. Parents are encouraged to keep it simple and healthy. Parents
should notify the teacher prior to sending the treats.
Gifts are not to be exchanged at school, unless it is a previously arranged classroom
gift exchange.
No invitations for parties outside of the school setting are to be distributed during
the school day. Office personnel and teachers are not permitted to release address
information for this purpose.
Classroom Celebrations
Each Class is allowed one holiday/classroom celebration per quarter. Participation
in these parties is voluntary.
Field Trips
Classroom teachers may plan a field trip as an extension of the grade appropriate
curriculum. Field trips are a supplement to the curriculum and a privilege. Should a
student not have work completed or has demonstrated inappropriate behavior; the
student may not be allowed to attend the field trip. The student is expected to
report to school on the day of the field trip to complete any assigned or missing
work. Students not in attendance will be marked absent.
Playground/Recess
Should you find it necessary for your child to remain indoors for recess, due to a
medical condition, a written note to the office is required. For periods exceeding
two days, a written doctor’s note is required.
Recess will be held outside unless the weather warrants otherwise. Parents should
provide and send all of the necessary clothing to make their child comfortable in the
elements. Students need boots and snow pants if there is snow on the ground.
Students not appropriately dressed for the weather may not be permitted outside. If
there is snow on the ground and equipment, teachers may require boots and snow
pants to play off the cemented area.
Gum and Candy
Gum and candy are a privilege and may be allowed during the school day with
classroom teachers’ and/or administrator’s permission.
Parent Teacher Conferences
Parent Teacher Conferences are held in the fall and in the winter. One conference
will be scheduled for each child, unless there is a court order that warrants
otherwise.
Article 3- Use of Building and Grounds

Section 1- Visitors
All visitors must check in at the Office, sign in, and wear a visitor’s badge while
visiting the school. All visitors must enter the building through the main entrance
on the west side of the building. Parents, guardians, and grandparents visiting a
child while in the classroom must get prior approval from the classroom teacher
and the principal with reasonable advanced notice. We ask that visitors do not stay
for the entire day, as this can be a disruption to the students’ routine.
We welcome visitors! In order for your visit to be most meaningful, please call ahead
and make arrangements with the classroom teacher. We encourage visitors after
the first two weeks of school and before the last two weeks of school. Students that
do not attend Perkins County Elementary may not attend school during
instructional times. If you want to eat a hot lunch with your child, notify the
elementary office by 9:00 a.m. Visitors should pay for their lunch in the office prior
to eating with the student.
Section 2- Smoke/Tobacco-Free Environment
School buildings and school property are declared smoke-free and the use of all
tobacco products, including e-cigarettes and vapor cigarettes are prohibited within
these facilities, grounds, and in all school vehicles.
Section 3 - Care of School Property
1.
Chairs, tables, or other equipment or furniture must never be removed from
any room without consulting the teacher or principal. A teacher’s desk and
its contents are school property.
2.
Students are responsible for the proper care of all books, equipment,
supplies, and furniture supplied by the school.
3.
Students who disfigure property or do other damage to school property or
equipment will be required to pay for the damage done or replace the item.
4.
Replacement costs or fines will be determined at the discretion of the
building administrator.
School-issued items that are stolen or damaged while in the care of the
student are the responsibility of the student. Students must pay all fines
before they can receive school publications and final grades.
Section 4
Searches of Lockers and Other Types of Searches
The school owns student lockers, desks, computer equipment, and other such
property. The school exercises exclusive control over school property. Students
should not expect privacy regarding usage of or items placed in or on school
property, including student vehicles parked on school property, because school
property is subject to search at any time by school officials. Periodic, random
searches of lockers, desks, computers and other such property may be conducted at
the discretion of the administration.
The following rules apply to searches of students and of a student's personal
property and to the seizure of items in a student's possession or control:
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1.

2.

3.

School officials may conduct a search if there is a reasonable basis to believe
that the search will uncover evidence of a crime or a school rule violation.
The search is to be conducted in a reasonable manner under the
circumstances.
Illegal items or other items reasonably determined to be a threat to the safety
of others or a threat to educational purposes may be taken and kept by
school officials. Any firearm or other weapon will be confiscated and
delivered to law enforcement officials as soon as practicable.
Items that have been or may reasonably be expected to disrupt or interfere
with the educational process (that is, “nuisance items”) may be removed
from student possession.

Section 5- Video Surveillance
The Board of Education has authorized the use of video cameras on school district
property to ensure the health, welfare, and safety of all staff, students and visitors to
district property, and to safeguard district facilities and equipment. The
superintendent or his designee may use video cameras in locations as deemed
appropriate.
Notice is hereby given that video surveillance may occur on district property. In the
event a video surveillance recording captures a student or other building user
violating school policies or rules or local, state, or federal laws, the video recording
may be used in appropriate disciplinary proceedings against the student or other
building user and may also be provided to law enforcement agencies.
Section 6- Use of telephone
Students needing to make a phone call should report to the office and receive
permission from the principal or office staff.
Section 7 - Bicycles, Skateboards, Scooters, etc….
Bicycles must be parked in the racks provided. The school is not responsible for
damage or theft of parts while bicycles are on school property. Skateboards,
scooters, and/or hoverboards will not be used during school hours.
Section 8 - Student Valuables
Students are responsible for their personal property. Students are cautioned not to
bring large amounts of money or items of value to school. The school is not
responsible for loss, theft, or damage to student valuables.
Section 9- Lost and Found
Students who find lost items are asked to take them to the lost and found by the
office, where the item is to be claimed by the owner. Items unclaimed at the end of
each quarter will be donated to a charitable organization.
Section 10- Accidents

Every accident in the school building, on school grounds, at practice sessions, or at
any athletic event sponsored by the school must be reported immediately to the
principal. School staff closest to the incident should fill out an accident report
located on the school website.
Section 11- Insurance
Under Nebraska law the District may not use school funds to provide general
student accident or athletic insurance. The District requires that all student
participants in athletic programs have injury and accident insurance and
encourages all students who are in classes with risk of personal injury or accident to
have insurance coverage. The District does not make recommendations nor handle
the premiums or claims for any insurance company, agent or carrier. Information
about student insurance providers will be available in the school office or on school
bulletin boards.
Section 12- Copyright and Fair Use Policy
The school district complies with federal copyright laws. Students must
comply with copyright laws when using school equipment or working on
school projects and assignments.
Federal law prohibits the
unauthorized reproduction of works of authorship, regardless of the
medium in which they were created.
The “fair use” doctrine allows limited reproduction of copyrighted works
for educational and research purposes. “Fair use” of a copyrighted work
includes reproduction for purposes such as criticism, news reporting,
teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or
research.
Students who are unsure whether their proposed
reproduction of copyrighted material constitutes “fair use” should
consult with their teacher or building principal, review the school
district’s copyright compliance policy, and review Copyright for Students
found
at
https://www.whoishostingthis.com/resources/studentcopyright/. You can find more information on copyright compliance
requirements and permitted uses from the U.S. Copyright Office and the
Library
of
Congress
at
the
following
site:
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/copyright.html.
Cheating, Plagiarism, and Academic Dishonesty
Students may not cheat, plagiarize, or otherwise participate in any
academic dishonesty in any form. Prohibited behavior includes:
•
•
•

Obtaining, attempting to obtain, or aiding another person to
obtain credit for work by any dishonest or deceptive means.
Lying.
Copying another person’s work or answers.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussing the answers or questions on a test or assignment
unless specifically authorized by the teacher.
Taking or receiving copies of a test without the permission of the
teacher.
Using or displaying notes, “cheat sheets,” or other sources of
unauthorized information.
Using the ideas or work of another person as if they were your
own without giving proper credit to the source.
Submitting work or any portion of work completed by another
person.
Failing to give credit for ideas, statements, facts, or conclusions
which rightfully belong to another person.
Failing to use quotation marks or other appropriate means of
attribution when quoting directly from another person or source.

A student who cheats, plagiarizes, or otherwise participates in any
academic dishonesty is subject to discipline, up to and including
expulsion.
Section 14- Dress Code
Students should wear appropriate clothing that does not distract attention from the
learning environment. Should a student wear clothing in an inappropriate manner,
parents will be notified to bring appropriate clothing. The school may have other
clothing the child may borrow for the day, then return. Students and parents should
use the following guidelines for dress.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shorts or dresses should reach mid-thigh in length.
Shirts should have at least a one-inch strap. Cut of sleeves may only be worn
with a shirt underneath.
No clothing should be worn with inappropriate slogans, branding, or logos.
These would include anything soliciting alcohol, drugs, or containing sexual
nature.
Hats should respectfully be taken off in the school building.
Clothing must fully cover all undergarments.

Article 4- Attendance
Regular and punctual student attendance is required. The Board’s policies require
such attendance. The administration is responsible for developing further
attendance rules and regulations and staff is responsible for assisting in the
enforcement of the rules and regulations. Students and parents are responsible for
developing behaviors that will result in regular and punctual student attendance.
Section 1- Attendance and Absences
Excused and Unexcused Absences.

An absence from school will be reported as:
(a) an excused absence
(b) an unexcused absence.
1.
Excused Absences. Absences should be cleared through the
Principal's office in advance whenever possible. An absence or tardy, even by
parental approval, may not be excused. All absences, except for illness and/or death
in the family, require advance approval. An absence for any of the following reasons
will be excused, provided the required procedures have been followed:
a.
Attendance at a funeral for a member of the immediate family (parents,
siblings, and grandparents).
b.
Illness that causes a student to be absent from school.
c.
Doctor or dental appointment which require student to be absent from
school.
d.
Court appearances that are required by a court order and the student is not
responsible for needing to be in court.
e.
School sponsored activities that require students to be absent from school.
f.
Family trips in which student accompanies parent(s)/legal guardian(s).
g.
Other absences that have received prior approval from the Principal.
The Principal has the discretion to deny approval for the latter two (2) reasons,
depending on circumstances such as the student’s absence record, the student’s
academic status, the tests or other projects which may be missed, and in the case of
a family trip, whether the trip could be taken during non-school time and the
educational nature of the trip.
2.
Unexcused Absences: An absence that is not excused is unexcused. If a
student’s absence is unexcused the student may receive zeros for any class work
missed during the absence, and may be required to make-up work and the time
missed.
Excessive Absenteeism
When a student receives 5 unexcused absences or the hourly in a
quarter, the Attendance Officer will follow the district’s policy to address
barriers to the student’s attendance.
When a student is absent more than 20 days per year or the hourly
equivalent and any portion of the absences is unexcused, the
Attendance Officer may file a report with the county attorney of the
county in which the student resides. For example, if the student
accumulates 20 days of excused absences due to documented illness
and is tardy one time, the Attendance Officer may file a report with the
appropriate county attorney.
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Tardy to School
Students will be considered tardy to school if they are not seated in their assigned
class or ready and attentive in their assigned area when the bell for their first class
rings.
Tardy to Class Students have a sufficient time period between classes to make it to
their next assigned class on time. Students will be considered tardy to class if they
are not in their assigned classroom when the tardy bell rings, unless they have a
pass from the teacher who detained them. Specific tardy guidelines once students
are in the classroom doorway are at the discretion of the classroom teacher.
Students who are consistently tardy are subject to discipline at the discretion of the
administration. Repeated tardiness is a disruption to the educational process to the
student and the rest of the class.
Leaving School or Class
Students who leave school for any reason during the school day must check out at
the office before leaving. Students leaving school must be cleared in advance by a
note or phone call from the student’s parent or legal guardian. Upon returning to
school that same day, students are expected to sign in at the office. A sheet will be
available on the office counter for this purpose.
Students who leave school without permission and without signing out in the
proper manner, or who leave their assigned classroom without teacher permission,
will be considered truant.
Section 2- Make-up Work
Make-up work may be assigned for each day missed regardless of the type of
absence. If make-up work is not completed, students will receive no credit for the
work required.
The student has the responsibility to contact teachers, initially, regarding make-up
assignments. Assignment sheets will be sent only for extended absences. Generally,
assignment sheets will not be sent out until after three (3) days of absence. If the
parents or students have concerns prior to the three (3) days, they are encouraged
to contact the teacher.
For excused absences, two school days will be allowed to make up the work for each
day missed with a maximum of ten (10) days allowed to complete make up work. If
requested, assignment sheets will be prepared for students who are ill. If parents or
students request assignment sheets the school should be contacted by no later than
10:00 a.m.
For unexcused absences, the student will receive a failing mark for or in each class
period missed.

Section 3
Attendance is required to Participate in Activities
Students must attend school all day the day of any scheduled school activity in order
to participate in the activity. This includes athletic contests, practices and dances.
Failure to attend will result in a student being withheld from participation in the
activity. The Principal retains the right to grant participation should exceptional
circumstances prevail.
Section 4 Truancy
A student who engages in unexcused absences may be considered truant as per
state law. Truancy is a violation of school rules. The consequence of truancies may
include disciplinary action up to expulsion and referral to the county attorney for
compulsory attendance violations.
Reporting and Responding to Truant Behavior. Any administrator, teacher, or
member of the board of education who knows of any failure on the part of any child
age six (6) to eighteen (18) to attend school regularly without lawful reason, shall
within three days report such violation to the Superintendent. The Superintendent
shall immediately cause an investigation into any such report to be made. The
Superintendent shall also investigate any case when, based on the Superintendent’s
personal knowledge or based on a report or complaint from any resident of the
district, the Superintendent believes that any child is unlawfully absent from school.
The school shall render all services in its power to compel such child to attend some
public, private, denominational, or parochial school, which the person having
control of the child shall designate, in an attempt to remediate the child's truant
behavior.
Excessive Absenteeism. Students who accumulate five (5) unexcused absences in a
quarter shall be deemed to have "excessive absences." Such absences shall be
determined on a per day basis. When a student has excessive absences, the
following procedures shall be implemented:
1.

2.
3.

4.

One or more meetings shall be held between the school administration and
the parent/guardian and the student to report and attempt to solve the
truancy problem. If the parent/guardian refuses to participate in such
meeting, the principal shall place in the student's attendance records
documentation of such refusal.
Educational counseling to determine whether curriculum changes, including
but not limited to, enrolling the child in an alternative education program
that meets the specific educational and behavioral needs of the child.
Educational evaluation, which may include a psychological evaluation, to
assist in determining the specific condition, if any, contributing to the
truancy problem, supplemented by specific efforts by the school to help
remedy any condition diagnosed.
Investigation of the truancy problem by the administration to identify
conditions that may be contributing to the truancy problem. If services for
the child and his or her family are determined to be needed, the person
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performing the investigation shall meet with the parent/guardian and the
child to discuss any referral to appropriate community agencies for economic
services, family or individual counseling, or other services required to
remedy the conditions that are contributing to the truancy problem.
Reporting Habitual Truancy. Students who accumulate twenty (20) unexcused
absences or the hourly equivalent per year shall be deemed to be habitually truant.
If the student continues to be or becomes habitually truant, the principal shall serve
a written notice to the person violating the Nebraska truancy laws (i.e., the person
who has legal or active charge or control of the student) warning him or her to
comply with the provisions of that law. If within one (1) week after the time the
notice is given such person is still violating the school attendance laws or policies,
the Principal shall file a report with the county attorney of the county in which such
person resides.

Article 5- Grading
Section 1- Grading Scales
The following grading scale applies to grades K-2
E=Excellent
S=Satisfactory
N=Needs Improvement
The following grading scale applies to grades 3-6
A= 93-100
B= 86-92
C=78-85
D= 70-77
Reporting of Grades
Teachers will report a minimum of one grade per week in each subject area for
grades 3-6. These grades will be reported on the power school system with a link
on the school website where parents may access these grades.
Section 2- Progress Reports
Various progress reports may be sent to parents throughout the school year
concerning student’s performance. These reports may describe student work of an
exceptional nature or work that needs improving. These reports may be sent as the
teacher or principal determines appropriate.
Teachers may arrange with the parents for time when the student can meet with the
teacher outside the regular class period until the student returns to satisfactory
academic standing.
Section 3- Report Cards

Report cards are issued at the end of each quarter. Letter grades and/or number
grades are used to designate a student’s progress. A grade of “I” (incomplete)
received at the end of a grading period must be made up within two weeks of the
missing assignments. All course work must be completed by the end of the fourth
quarter or arrangements must be made with the classroom teacher and approved
by the principal for an extended completion time.
Section 4- Promotion and Retention
Students will be placed at the grade level and in the courses best suited to them
academically, socially, and emotionally as determined by the professional staff.
Students will typically progress annually from grade to grade. A student may be
retained at a grade level or be required to repeat a course or program when such is
determined in the judgment of the professional staff to be appropriate for the
educational interests of the student and the educational program.
Opting Out of Assessments
The Board of Education has adopted a policy on approval and denial of
state and federal assessment opt-out requests, which is based on
requirements in law. The policy can be requested by contacting the
Superintendent of Schools at 352-4735

Article 6 - Support Services
Section 1- Special Education Services
What Does Special Education Mean?
Special education means specially designed instruction and related services adapted
as appropriate to the needs of an eligible student with a disability. Special education
is provided at no cost to the parent to meet the unique needs of a child with a
disability.
Students Who May Benefit
A student verified as having autism, behavior disorders, deaf-blindness,
developmental delay, hearing impairments, mental handicaps, multiple disabilities,
orthopedic impairments, other health impairments, specific learning disabilities,
speech-language impairments, traumatic brain injury or visual impairments, who
because of these impairments need special education and related services.
How is a Student With Disabilities Identified?
Teachers or parents make referrals to a Student Assistance Team. If the student
assistance team or comparable problem solving team feels that all viable
alternatives have been explored, a referral for multidisciplinary evaluation is
completed. An evaluation is conducted to assist in the determination of whether a
student has a disability and the nature and extent of the special education and
related services the student needs. The evaluation is conducted only with written
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consent of a parent or guardian. A multidisciplinary evaluation team (MDT) will
then meet to determine whether the student is eligible for special education.
Independent Evaluation
If a parent disagrees with an evaluation completed by the school district, the parent
has a right to request an independent educational evaluation at public expense.
Parents should direct inquiries to school officials to determine if the school district
will arrange for further evaluation at public expense. If school district officials feel
the original evaluation was appropriate and the parents disagree, a due process
hearing may be initiated. If it is determined that the original evaluation was
appropriate, parents still have the right to an independent educational evaluation at
their own expense.
Reevaluation
Students identified for special education will be reevaluated at least every three (3)
years by the IEP team. The IEP team will review existing evaluation data on the
student and will identify what additional data, if any, are needed. The school district
will obtain parental consent prior to conducting any reevaluation of a student with a
disability.
Individual Education Program (IEP)
Upon a student being verified as having a disability, a conference will be held with
parents. At the conference, an Individualized Education Program (IEP) will be
developed specifying programs and services that will be provided by the schools.
Parent consent will be obtained prior to a student being placed for the first time in a
program providing special education and related services or early intervention
services to infant and toddlers. Once in place, the IEP is reviewed on an annual basis,
or more frequently as needed. Parents are given a copy of the IEP.
Special Education Placement
The student’s placement in a special education program is dependent on the
student’s educational needs as outlined in the Individual Education Program (IEP).
To the maximum extent appropriate, students with disabilities are educated with
students who are not disabled. Special classes, separate schooling, or other removal
of children with disabilities from the regular educational environment occurs only
when the nature or severity of the disability is such that education in regular classes
with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.
The IEP team will make determination of a student’s educational placement.
Written notice shall be given to parents a reasonable time before the school district:
1. Makes a proposition to initiate or change the identification, evaluation,
verification or educational placement of a child or the provision of a free
appropriate public education.

2. Refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational
placement of the child or the provision of a free appropriate public education to the
child.
More Information
Anyone interested in obtaining a copy of the District’s special education policy, the
Parental Rights in Special Education brochure, or a copy of the Nebraska
Department of Education Rule 51 (special education regulations and complaint
procedures) or Rule 55 (special education appeal procedures) may contact the
Superintendent. A notice of parental rights, Rules 51 and 55 and more information
about special education are also available at the Nebraska Department of
Education’s website: http://www.nde.state.ne.us/SPED/sped.html.
Section 1
Students with Disabilities: Section 504
Accommodations and related services are made available to students with
disabilities under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Under Section 504,
parents have the following rights:
1.
Have your child take part in, and receive benefits from, public education
programs without discrimination because of your child’s disability.
2.
Have the school district advise you of your rights under federal law.
3.
Receive notice with respect to identification, evaluation or placement of your
child.
4.
Have your child receive a free appropriate public education. This includes the
right to be educated with non-disabled students to the maximum extent
appropriate. It also includes the right to have the school district make reasonable
accommodations to allow your child an equal opportunity to participate in school
and school-related activities.
5.
Have your child receive services and be educated in facilities which are
comparable to those provided to students without disabilities.
6.
Have your child receive an individualized evaluation and receive special
education and related services if your child is found eligible under Section 504.
7.
Have evaluation, eligibility, educational and placement decisions made based
on a variety of information sources and by persons who know your child and who
are knowledgeable about the evaluation data and placement options.
8.
Have transportation provided to and from an alternative placement setting at
no greater cost to you than would be incurred if your child were placed in a program
operated by the school district.
9.
Have your child be given an equal opportunity to participate in nonacademic
and extracurricular activities offered by the school district.
10.
Examine all relevant records relating to decisions regarding your child’s
identification, evaluation and placement. Obtain copies of educational records at a
reasonable cost on the same terms as records are provided students without a
disability unless the fee would effectively deny you access to the records.
11.
Receive a response from the school district to reasonable requests for
explanations and interpretations of your child’s records.
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12.
Request amendment of your child’s educational records if there is reasonable
causes to believe that they are inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of
the privacy rights of your child. If the school district refuses this request, it shall
notify you within a reasonable time, and advise you of the right to a hearing.
13.
File a local grievance in accordance with school policy.
14.
Request an impartial hearing related to decisions regarding your child’s
identification, eligibility, and educational program or placement with opportunity
for participation by the person's parents or guardian and representation by counsel,
and a review procedure. This is provided in the local grievance procedure.
Section 2- Guidance Services
Perkins County Elementary employs a counselor for the purpose of assisting with
students’ social and emotional health through character education classes and for
students to discuss problems and resolve conflicts. If you wish to see a counselor,
stop by a counselor’s office and make arrangements for an appointment.
Section 3- Health Services
Health Requirements
The following are required by the State of Nebraska for admission to all schools.
Information concerning these requirements can be obtained by contacting the
school’s front office.
Physical Examinations
7-009 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND VISUAL EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
SCHOOL ENTRY
In accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. § 79-214, the school board of any school district,
before admitting a child, shall require evidence of the following:
7-009.01 Physical Examination Required: Physical examination by a physician,
Physician assistant, or advanced practice registered nurse (nurse practitioner)
within six months prior to the entrance of a child into the beginner grade and the
seventh grade, or in the case of a transfer from out of state, to any other grade of the
local school, is required. Either a completed, signed, and dated physical exam report,
or a printed or typewritten form signed by a qualified examiner indicating that a
physical examination was administered on a specific date within the previous sixmonth period on a specifically named individual, provided to the school by the
parent/guardian,
constitutes sufficient evidence of compliance.
7-009.02 Visual Evaluation Required: Visual evaluation by a physician, a physician
assistant, an advanced practice registered nurse-nurse practitioner, or an
optometrist

within six months prior to the entrance of a child into the beginner grade or, in the
case of transfer from out of state, to any other grade of the local school, is required.
The visual evaluation must consist of testing for amblyopic, strabismus, and internal
and external eye health, with testing sufficient to determine visual acuity. The visual
evaluation report inclusive at a minimum of the specific tests named above, signed
and dated by the qualified examiner, provided to the school by the parent/guardian.
Birth Certificates
All students in Perkins County Schools must have an official certified birth
certificate on file in the guidance counselor’s office. It must be a certificate issued by
Vital Statistics with the raised seal, not the certificate issued by the hospital.
Immunizations
Ages 2 through 5 years enrolled in a school based program (i.e. PRE SCHOOL) not
licensed as a child care provider need:
4 doses of DTaP, DTP, or DT vaccine,
3 doses of Polio vaccine,
3 doses of Hib vaccine or 1 dose of Hib given at or after 15 months of age, *Hib not
required after child reaches 5 yrs of age 3 doses of pediatric Hepatitis B vaccine,
1 dose of MMR or MMRV given on or after 12 months of age,
1 dose of varicella (chickenpox) or MMRV given on or after 12 months of age.
written documentation (including year) of varicella disease from parent, guardian,
or health care provider will be accepted.
4 doses of pneumococcal or 1 dose of pneumococcal given on or after 15 months of
age. *Pneumococcal not required after child reaches 5 yrs of age
Students from Kindergarten through 12th Grade, including all transfer students
from outside the State of Nebraska and any foreign students need:
3 doses of DTaP, DTP, DT, or Td vaccine, one given on or after the 4th birthday,
3 doses of Polio vaccine,
3 doses of pediatric Hepatitis B vaccine or 2 doses of adolescent vaccine if student is
11-15 years of age.
2 doses of MMR or MMRV vaccine, given on or after 12 months of age and separated
by at least one month,
2 doses of varicella (chickenpox) or MMRV given on or after 12 months of age.
Written documentation (including year) of varicella disease from parent, guardian,
or health care provider will be accepted. If the child has had varicella disease, they
do not need any varicella shots.
Additionally, for 7th Grade Only 1 dose of Tdap (must contain Pertussis booster)
Immunizations may be waived for medical or religious reasons. The forms can be
obtained from the principal or school nurse.
New students must present their immunization record prior to enrollment.
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School Nurse
The school nurse is present at our building according to her district schedule. Her
major responsibilities include health screening and school health coordination. If
there is any suspicion of a health concern, the parent/guardian will be notified.
Injuries
There is a possibility students may injure themselves during the day. If students are
injured while in school the student must do the following (1) Report all accidents to
the teacher when you are injured while on school premises and (2) Report all
injuries to the nurse’s office. If medical attention is needed, the parent/guardian or
designated emergency contact will be immediately notified and the correct
procedure for the injury will be followed.
Communicable Diseases
Students showing any signs or symptoms of a contagious, infectious and/or
communicable disease are required by law to be sent home immediately or as soon
as safe transportation is available (NDE Rule 55). Students excluded for confirmed
diseases shall not be allowed to return to school until specific criteria have been
met:
●
Reportable, preventable communicable diseases require verified diagnosis
by a physician and his/her written permission for the student to return to school.
These diseases include, but may not be limited to: diphtheria, measles, mumps,
pertussis, polio, rubella and tetanus.
●
Some contagious infections or infections require treatment. Students may
return to school when signs and symptoms have decreased, are absent, and/or
return to school is permitted, in writing, by the physician. These diseases include
but may not be limited to: chicken pox (varicella), CMV (cytomegalovirus),
mononucleosis, influenza (flu), parvovirus B19 (Fifth disease), hepatitis and
tuberculosis.
●
Other contagious infections or infestations require treatment. Students may
return to school 24-48 hours after verified treatment has been started and/or when
the physician permits return in writing. These diseases include but may not be
limited to: pink eye, head lice, impetigo, intestinal worms, ringworm, scabies,
scarlet fever and/or other strep infections.
Students found to have head lice, louse eggs, or nits will not be permitted at
school and will be sent home. Upon discovering the presence of any indication of lice,
louse eggs, or nits, the student’s parent(s) or guardian(s) will be notified, and if
appropriate will be asked to pick up the student from school immediately.
Students will not be permitted to return to school until the district finds that
no live lice, eggs, or nits can be detected. The parent(s) or guardian(s) will be
required to treat the student and accompany the student to school to be examined.
The student cannot ride the school bus until the district has cleared the
student to return to school.

Medication at School
All medication/pills, whether they are prescription or over-the-counter
preparations, must be held and administered by the school nurse or trained office
staff. Students are not to keep medication. The reason for this is the chance of a lost
substance resulting in a student finding and taking it and being harmed by doing so.
Prescription Medicines
The school nurse is prohibited by law from giving prescription medication to a
student, unless a licensed physician orders it. For medication prescribed by a
physician a required form, which can be obtained from the school nurse, must be
signed by the parent. Any changes in medication type or dosage must be
accompanied by a doctor’s order. All medication should be checked in with the
front office/school nurse first thing in the morning. Prescribed medications should
be in a prescription bottle properly labeled with the students’ name, the name and
dosage of the medication as well as instructions for administration. Medication that
is not in an appropriate container labeled with the above information will not be
given.
*Students in Perkins County Schools with the diagnosis of asthma may be permitted
to carry inhalers for self-administration. Authorization to do so is coordinated by
the school nurse and requires parent/guardian as well as physician consent.
*Students in Perkins County Schools with the diagnosis of diabetes may carry
glucose sources for self-treatment, again with authorization coordinated by the
school nurse with parent/guardian and physician consents.
Over the counter Medicines (OTC)
Over the counter preparations must be in the labeled container and have the
students’ name on the container. The school nurse is not allowed to administer any
medication in excess of the dosage recommendation listed on the labeled container,
but may administered less dosage if requested. Medication that is not in an
appropriate container labeled with the above information will not be given.
Permission from parent/guardian will be received via telephone call, text or email
before any student is given OTC meds, such as non-prescription medications
(Tylenol, Motrin, cough drops).

Article 7- Transportation Services
Transportation to and from school is provided to students in accordance with law
and Board policy. Students may also be provided transported on field trips and
when participating in school activities. Students are expected to follow the
behavioral expectations for riding school buses.
Section 1-Behavior on School Buses
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General Conduct Rules Apply: While riding school buses you are expected to follow
the same student conduct rules, which apply when you are on school property or
attending school activities, functions or events. There are also special conduct rules
for riding school buses. These rules also apply to riding other school vehicles.
Special Conduct Rules for Riding School Buses
A.
1.

2.
3.

B.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rules for Getting On and Off the Bus
Be on time to be picked up. As a general rule, get to your bus stop five
minutes before your scheduled pick up time. The bus driver may wait three
minutes after the designated pick up time. If after three minutes the student
has not boarded the bus, the bus driver may continue on the route. If a
student has missed the bus it is the responsibility of the family to get the
student to school that day.
While waiting for the bus, stay at least 5 feet away from the street, road or
highway. Wait until the bus comes to a complete stop before approaching
the bus.
You may exit the bus only at your approved destination (your school or your
approved bus stop). Exit the bus as directed by the driver. Do not run.
4.
If you must cross the street after exiting the bus, always cross in front
of the bus where the driver can see you. Wait for the driver to signal
to you before crossing the street.
Rules on the Bus
1.
Be respectful of the bus driver. Immediately follow all directions of
the driver and any para-educator or adult on the bus.
Sit in your seat facing forward. Use seat belts in vehicles in which they are
available.
Talk quietly and use appropriate language.
Keep all parts of your body inside the bus.
Keep your arms, legs and belongings to yourself.
No fighting, harassment, bullying, intimidation or horseplay.
Do not throw any object.
No eating, drinking, use of tobacco, alcohol, drugs or flammables.
Do not bring any weapon (real or imitation) or dangerous objects on the
school bus.
Do not damage the school bus.

Getting the Driver’s Assistance: If you need assistance from the driver, wait until the
bus is at a full stop. If you are close enough, tell the driver what you need. If you are
too far away for the driver to hear you, ask a student in front of you to get the
driver’s attention. If necessary, walk up to the driver, while the bus is at a full stop.
If you need immediate assistance for an emergency, take all action needed to safely
get the help of the driver.

Consequences for Rule Violations: Consequences for school bus misconduct may
include restriction or suspension of bus privileges and other disciplinary measures,
up to and including expulsion from school.

Article 8 - Student Conduct Rules
Section 1
Purpose of Student Conduct Rules
These student conduct rules are established to maintain a school atmosphere which
is conducive to learning, to aid student development, to further school purposes,
and to prevent interference with the educational process. Violations of the rules
may result in disciplinary action.
Perkins County Elementary Expectations
Be Safe
Be Responsible
Be Respectful
The school has the authority to discipline students who behave inappropriately on
the way to school, at school, during lunch, on the way home, and at all school
activities (home and away or any time while on school or district property).
Perkins County Elementary’s discipline is guided by the following beliefs:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The school district’s discipline policy is intended to ensure that students take
responsibility for their behavior.
Behavior expectations will be communicated to all students and their parents
in the student handbook.
The severity of consequences for violating behavior expectations will
generally be progressive in nature. That is, sanctions will increase with each
instance of misconduct; however, each instance will be assessed on its own
facts, and sanctions will be imposed based on the severity of the misconduct.
Parents play a vital role in supporting and reinforcing the school district’s
expectations of their students.
Behavior expectations apply to all students; consequences are enforced
consistently without regard to a student’s academic record or achievement.

All extracurricular activities including athletics, cheerleading, band, chorus, and club
activities are governed by the Student Activity Handbook. Students who are
involved in extra-curricular activities may face consequences related to the activity
in addition to the consequences discussed in this handbook.
The school district reserves the right to refer to the appropriate non-school agency
any act or conduct of its students which may constitute a crime under federal, state,
county, or local law. The administration will cooperate with these agencies in their
investigations.
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Reporting Requirement to Law Enforcement
Violations of this section will result in a report to law enforcement if:
1. The violation includes possession of a firearm;
2. The violation results in child abuse;
3. It is a violation of state law that the administration believes
cannot be adequately addressed by discipline from the school
district;
4. It is a violation of state law that endangers the health and
welfare of staff or students; or
5. It is a violation of state law that interferes with school purposes.
Section 2
Perkins County Elementary Behavior Management Plan
The Perkins County Elementary in an effort to “develop capable, responsible,
lifelong learners who demonstrate those skills necessary for achieving academic and
occupational”. The purpose of the plan is to lower the level of tolerance for
unacceptable behavior at the school in order to provide a positive and safe learning
climate for all students and staff.
The behavior management process will acknowledge positive and appropriate
behaviors as well as inappropriate behaviors. Responses to inappropriate behavior
will consist of: 1) the teacher and/or administrator communicating the
inappropriate behavior and discussing changes that need to take place to provide a
safe and positive learning climate. 2) The teacher and /or administrator and
student will fill out the Student Problem Solving Form that reports the student’s
inappropriate behavior, the student’s responses to the event, the solutions and
appropriate consequences. 3) Depending on the situation, parents and other expert
school staff members may be notified to assist in helping the student change his or
her behavior.
The severity of the consequence will be dependent upon the severity of the behavior
and the number of incidents that are reoccurring. The teacher or administrator may
also communicate positive behavior that deserves acknowledgement to the student
by various means of communications. The information reported by the
administrator or teacher may be entered in the student’s record on the district’s
student management database system. This plan does not pertain to extracurricular activities or students who are spectators at school events.
Section 3- Code of Conduct
The school board policy concerning student behavior is as follows: School students
at all levels have a basic responsibility toward school to conduct themselves at all
times so as to reflect credit on their school and themselves. This basic responsibility

is to apply at school, on school buses or other school vehicles, or at school events,
especially while attending school activities at home and away. This code of conduct
governs all students’ participation/attendance at all school-sponsored activities.
In extreme situations a student may be suspended or expelled from school by the
superintendent or principal on the basis of evidence that strongly indicates that the
pupil has committed any offense contrary to school policies. The Student may
receive 0’s for all his/her assignments during the suspension period. Examples of
offenses that might result in detentions, suspension, or expulsion of a student at
Perkins County Elementary are:
1.
Disobedience--A student shall not repeatedly fail to comply with directions of
teachers, student teachers, substitute teachers, teacher aides, principals, or
other school personnel during any period of time when the student is
properly under the authority of the school personnel.
2.
Unsportsmanlike conduct involving an opposing school's team or delegation
or a student's own school team or delegation. Unsportsmanlike conduct
directed at representatives of an opposing school or the officials of a school
contest.
3.
General inappropriate conduct such as: spitballs, water-pistols, water
balloons, firecrackers, snowballing, eating candy, playing cards or games, etc.
4.
Lewdness, use of profanity or obscenity.
5.
Gross disrespect for students, teachers, school officials, and other employees.
6.
Behavior that seriously interferes with class work or the activities of the
school, such as:
a.
Possession of or use of tobacco on school property or at school
sponsored events (cigarettes, cigars, snuff, chewing tobacco, e-cigarettes,
etc.)
b.
Gambling
c.
Willful use of violence, force, noise, coercion, threat, intimidation, fear,
or similar conduct to any student or school employee in a manner that
constitutes an interference with school purposes.
d.
Willfully causing or attempting to cause damage to private or school
property on school grounds or during an educational function or event off
school grounds.
e.
Willfully causing or attempting to cause physical injury to a school
employee or to any student.
1.
On the school grounds during and immediately before or immediately
after school hours, or at any time when the school is being used by a school
group, or
2.
Off the school grounds at an educational function or event.
f.
Threatening or intimidating any student or school employee for the
purpose of, or with the intent of, obtaining money or anything of value from
that person.
g.
Knowing, possessing, handling or transmitting any object that is
ordinarily or generally considered a weapon.
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1.
On the school grounds during and immediately before or
immediately after school hours, or at any time when the school is
being used by a school group, or
2.
Off the school grounds at any educational function or event
sponsored by the school.
h.
Engaging in the unlawful selling, using, possessing or dispensing of
alcoholic beverages, tobacco, narcotics, drugs, controlled substance, anabolic
steroids, inhalant or being under the influence of any of the above, or
possession of drug paraphernalia on school grounds or during a school
sponsored activity.
i.
Truancy - absence from school without school or parental authority.
j.
Theft - the taking or possessing of that which belongs to the school or
another student without prior consent of the school or individual.
k.
Displays of Affection - Public demonstrations of kissing, embracing, or
other intimate contact will not be allowed.
l.
Interference with other student’s opportunity to learn.
m.
Engaging in any other activity forbidden by the laws of the State of
Nebraska which activity constitutes a danger to other students or interferes
with school purpose.
Section 4- Statement of Individual Respect and Policy against Bullying and
Harassment
Bullying Prohibited. Students are prohibited from engaging in any form
of bullying. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention defines bullying
as “any unwanted aggressive behavior(s) by another youth or group of
youths who are not siblings or current dating partners that involves an
observed or perceived power imbalance and is repeated multiple times or
is highly likely to be repeated.” Nebraska statute defines bullying as “an
ongoing pattern of physical, verbal or electronic abuse.” The District’s
administrators are authorized to use both of these definitions to determine
whether any specific situation constitutes bullying.
Both of these
definitions include both in-person and cyberbullying behaviors.
Disciplinary Consequences.
The disciplinary consequences for
bullying behavior will depend on the frequency, duration, severity and
effect of the behavior.
A student who engages in bullying behavior on school grounds, in a
vehicle owned, leased, or contracted by a school being used for a school
purpose by a school employee or his or her designee, or at schoolsponsored activities or school-sponsored athletic events may be subject
to disciplinary consequences including but not limited to long-term
suspension, expulsion, or mandatory reassignment.
Without limiting the foregoing, a student who engages in bullying
behavior that materially and substantially interferes with or disrupts the
educational environment, the district’s day-to-day operations, or the

education process, regardless of where the student is at the time of
engaging in the bullying behavior, may be subject to discipline to the
extent permitted by law.
Bullying Prevention and Education. Students and parents are
encouraged to inform teachers or administrators orally or in writing
about bullying behavior or suspected bullying behavior.
School
employees are required to inform the administrator of all such reports.
The appropriate administrator shall promptly investigate all such
reports. Each building shall engage in activities which educate students
about bullying, bullying prevention and digital citizenship.
Students may access the bullying report available on the school website
at http://perkinscountyschools.org under the elementary tab.
Policy Review. The school district shall review this policy annually.
School BP 504.185, CR 504, 504.3
Section 4

Dating Violence

Dating violence, as that term is defined by Nebraska law, will not be
tolerated by the school district. Students who engage in dating violence
on school grounds, in a school vehicle or at a school activity or that
otherwise violates the Nebraska Student Discipline Act will receive
consequences consistent with the Act and the district’s student discipline
policies.
The school district shall provide dating violence training to staff deemed
appropriate by the administration and in accordance with Nebraska law.
Section 5

Forms of School Discipline

Administrative and teaching personnel may take actions regarding student behavior
which are reasonably necessary to aid the student, further school purposes, or
prevent interference with the educational process. Such actions may include, but
need not be limited to, counseling of students, parent conferences, rearrangement of
schedules, requirements that a student remain in school after regular hours to
complete school work, restriction of extracurricular activity, or requirements that a
student receive counseling, psychological evaluation, or psychiatric evaluation upon
the written consent of a parent or guardian to such counseling or evaluation. The
actions may also include in-school suspensions during the day. When in-school
suspensions, after-school assignments, out of school suspension, or other
disciplinary measures are assigned, the student is responsible for complying with
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such disciplinary measures; and a failure to serve such assigned discipline as
directed will serve as grounds for further discipline, up to expulsion from school.
Short Term Suspension
The Principal or the Principal’s designee may exclude a student from school or any
school function for a period of up to five school days (short-term suspension) on the
following grounds:
1.

Conduct constituting grounds for expulsion as hereinafter set forth; or

2.
Other violations of rules and standards of behavior adopted by the board of
education or the administrative or teaching staff of the school, which occur on or off
school grounds, if such conduct interferes with school purposes or there is a nexus
between such conduct and school.
The following process will apply to short-term suspensions:
1.
The Principal or the Principal’s designee will make a reasonable investigation
of the facts and circumstances.
A short-term suspension will be made upon a determination that the suspension is
necessary to help any student, to further school purposes, or to prevent an
interference with school purposes.
b. Prior to commencement of the short-term suspension, the student will be given
oral or written notice of the charges against the student. The student will be advised
of what the student is accused of having done, an explanation of the evidence the
authorities have, and be afforded an opportunity to explain the student's version of
the facts.
c. Within 24 hours or such additional time as is reasonably necessary following the
suspension, the Principal or administrator may send a written statement to the
student and the student's parent or guardian describing the student's conduct,
misconduct or violation of the rule or standard and the reasons for the action taken.
d. An opportunity may be given to the student, and the student's parent or guardian,
to have a conference with the Principal or administrator ordering the short-term
suspension before or at the time the student returns to school. The Principal or
administrator shall determine who in addition to the parent or guardian is to attend
the conference.
e. A student who on a short-term suspension shall not be permitted to be on school
grounds without the express permission of the Principal.
Long-Term Suspension
l. Long-term suspension means an exclusion from school and any school functions
for a period of more than five school days but less then twenty school days. A
student who on a long-term suspension shall not be permitted to be on school
grounds without the express permission of the Principal. A notice will be given to
the student and the parents/guardian when the Principal recommends a long-term

suspension. The notice will include a description of the procedures for long-term
suspension; the procedures will be those set forth in the Student Discipline Act.
Expulsion:
a. Meaning of Expulsion. Expulsion means exclusion from attendance in all schools,
grounds and activities of or within the system for a period not to exceed the
remainder of the semester in which it took effect unless the misconduct occurred (a)
within ten school days prior to the end of the first semester, in which case the
expulsion shall remain in effect through the second semester, or (b) within ten
school days prior to the end of the second semester, in which case the expulsion
shall remain in effect for summer school and the first semester of the following
school year, or (c) unless the expulsion is for conduct specified in these rules or in
law as permitting or requiring a longer removal, in which case the expulsion shall
remain in effect for the period specified therein. Such action may be modified or
terminated by the school district at any time during the expulsion period. A student
who has been expelled shall not be permitted to be on school grounds without the
express permission of the Principal. A notice will be given to the student and the
parents/guardian when the Principal recommends an expulsion. The notice will
include a description of the procedures for expulsion; the procedures will be those
set forth in the Student Discipline Act.
b. Suspensions Pending Hearing. When a notice of intent to discipline a student by
long-term suspension, expulsion, or mandatory reassignment is filed with the
superintendent, the student may be suspended by the principal until the date the
long-term suspension, expulsion, or mandatory reassignment takes effect if no
hearing is requested or, if a hearing is requested, the date the hearing examiner
makes the report of his or her findings and a recommendation of the action to be
taken to the superintendent, if the principal determines that the student must be
suspended immediately to prevent or substantially reduce the risk of (a)
interference with an educational function or school purpose or (b) a personal injury
to the student himself or herself, other students, school employees, or school
volunteers.
c. Summer Review. Any expulsion that will remain in effect during the first semester
of the following school year will be automatically scheduled for review before the
beginning of the school year in accordance with law.
d. Alternative Education: Students who are expelled may be provided an alternative
education program that will enable the student to continue academic work for
credit toward graduation. In the event an alternative education program is not
provided, a conference will be held with the parent, student, the Principal or
another school representative assigned by the Principal, and a representative of a
community organization that assists young people or that is involved with juvenile
justice to develop a plan for the student in accordance with law.
e. Suspension of Enforcement of an Expulsion: Enforcement of an expulsion action
may be suspended (i.e., “stayed”) for a period of not more than one full semester in
addition to the balance of the semester in which the expulsion takes effect. As a
condition of such suspended action, the student and parents will be required to sign
a discipline agreement.
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f. Students Subject to Juvenile or Court Probation. Prior to the readmission to school
of any student who is less than nineteen years of age and who is subject to the
supervision of a juvenile probation officer or an adult probation officer pursuant to
the order of the District Court, County Court, or Juvenile Court, who chooses to meet
conditions of probation by attending school, and who has previously been expelled
from school, the Principal or the Principal’s designee shall meet with the student's
probation officer and assist in developing conditions of probation that will provide
specific guidelines for behavior and consequences for misbehavior at school
(including conduct on school grounds and conduct during an educational function or
event off school grounds) as well as educational objectives that must be achieved. If
the guidelines, consequences, and objectives provided by the Principal or the
Principal’s designee are agreed to by the probation officer and the student, and the
court permits the student to return to school under the agreed to conditions, the
student may be permitted to return to school. The student may with proper consent,
upon such return, be evaluated by the school for possible disabilities and may be
referred for evaluation for possible placement in a special education program. The
student may be expelled or otherwise disciplined for subsequent conduct as
provided in Board policy and state statute.
4. Other Forms of Student Discipline: Administrative and teaching personnel may
also take actions regarding student behavior, other than removal of students from
school, which are reasonably necessary to aid the student, further school purposes,
or prevent interference with the educational process. Such actions may include, but
are not limited to, counseling of students, parent conferences, rearrangement of
schedules, requirements that a student remain in school after regular hours to do
additional work, restriction of extracurricular activity, or requirements that a
student receive counseling, psychological evaluation, or psychiatric evaluation upon
the written consent of a parent or guardian to such counseling or evaluation. The
actions may also include in-school suspensions. When in-school suspensions, afterschool assignments, or other disciplinary measures are assigned, the student is
responsible for complying with such disciplinary measures. A failure to serve such
assigned discipline as directed will serve as grounds for further discipline, up to
expulsion from school.
B. Student Conduct Expectations. Students are not to engage in conduct which
causes or which creates a reasonable likelihood that it will cause a substantial
disruption in or material interference with any school function, activity or purpose
or interfere with the health, safety, well being or rights of other students, staff or
visitors.
Grounds for Short-Term Suspension, Long-Term Suspension, Expulsion or
Mandatory Reassignment:
The following conduct has been determined by the Board of Education to have the
potential to seriously affect the health, safety or welfare of students, staff and other
persons or to otherwise seriously interfere with the educational process. Such
conduct constitutes grounds for long-term suspension, expulsion, or mandatory
reassignment, and any other lesser forms of discipline. The conduct is subject to the
consequence of long-term suspension, expulsion, or mandatory reassignment where

it occurs on school grounds, in a vehicle owned, leased, or contracted by the school
and being used for a school purpose or in a vehicle being driven for a school purpose
by a school employee or an employee’s designee, or at a school-sponsored activity
or athletic event.
1. Willfully disobeying any reasonable written or oral request of a school staff
member, or the voicing of disrespect to those in authority.
2. Use of violence, force, coercion, threat, intimidation, harassment, or similar
conduct in a manner that constitutes a substantial interference with school
purposes or making any communication that reasonable recipient would interpret
as a serious expression of intent to harm or cause injury to another.
3. Willfully causing or attempting to cause substantial damage to property, stealing
or attempting to steal property of substantial value, repeated damage or theft
involving property, or setting or attempting to set a fire of any magnitude.
4. Causing or attempting to cause personal injury to any person, including any
school employee, school volunteer, or student. Personal injury caused by accident,
self-defense, or other action undertaken on the reasonable belief that it was
necessary to protect some other person shall not constitute a violation of this
subdivision.
5. Threatening or intimidating any student for the purpose of or with the intent of
obtaining money or anything of value from such student or making a threat which
causes or may be expected to cause a disruption to school operations.
6. Knowingly possessing, handling, or transmitting any object or material that is
ordinarily or generally considered a weapon or that has the appearance of a weapon
or bringing or possessing any explosive device, including fireworks.
7. Engaging in selling, using, possessing or dispensing of alcohol, tobacco, narcotics,
drugs, controlled substance, or an inhalant; being under the influence of any of the
above; possession of drug paraphernalia, or the selling, using, possessing, or
dispensing of an imitation controlled substance as defined in section 28-401 of the
Nebraska statutes, or material represented to be alcohol, narcotics, drugs, a
controlled substance or inhalant. Use of a controlled substance in the manner
prescribed for the student by the student’s physician is not a violation. The term
“under the influence” has a less strict meaning than it does under criminal law; for
school purposes, the term means any level of impairment and includes even the
odor of alcohol or illegal substances on the breath or person of a student; also, it
includes being impaired by reason of the abuse of any material used as a stimulant.
8. Public indecencies or sexual conduct.
9. Engaging in bullying, which includes any ongoing pattern of physical, verbal, or
electronic abuse on school grounds, in a vehicle owned, leased, or contracted by a
school being used for a school purpose by a school employee or a school employee’s
designee, or at school-sponsored activities or school-sponsored athletic events.
10. Sexually assaulting or attempting to sexually assault any person. This conduct
may result in an expulsion regardless of the time or location of the offense if a
complaint alleging such conduct is filed in a court of competent jurisdiction.
11. Engaging in any activity forbidden by law which constitutes a danger to other
students or interferes with school purposes. This conduct may result in an expulsion
regardless of the time or location of the offense if the conduct creates or had the
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potential to create a substantial interference with school purposes, such as the use
of the telephone or Internet off-school grounds to threaten.
12. A repeated violation of any rules established by the school district or school
officials if such violations constitute a substantial interference with school purposes.
13. Truancy or failure to attend assigned classes or assigned activities, or tardiness
to school, assigned classes or assigned activities.
14. The use of language, written or oral, or conduct, including gestures, which is
profane or abusive to students or staff members. Profane or abusive language or
conduct includes, but is not limited to, that which is commonly understood and
intended to be derogatory toward a group or individual based upon race, gender,
disability, national origin, or religion.
15. Dressing or grooming in a manner which is dangerous to the student's health
and safety or a danger to the health and safety of others or repeated violations of the
student dress and grooming standards; dressing, grooming, or engaging in speech
that is lewd or indecent, vulgar or plainly offensive; dressing, grooming, or engaging
in speech that school officials reasonably conclude will materially and substantially
disrupt the work and discipline of the school; dressing, grooming, or engaging in
speech that a reasonable observer would interpret as advocating illegal drug use.
16. Willfully violating the behavioral expectations for riding school buses or
vehicles.
17. A student who engages in the following conduct may be expelled for the
remainder of the school year in which it took effect if the misconduct occurs during
the first semester, and if the expulsion for such conduct takes place during the
second semester, the expulsion shall remain in effect for the first semester of the
following school year, with the condition that such action may be modified or
terminated by the school district during the expulsion period on such terms as the
administration may establish:
a.
The knowing and intentional use of force in causing or attempting to
cause personal injury to a school employee, school volunteer, or student,
except if caused by accident, self-defense, or on the reasonable belief that the
force used was necessary to protect some other person and the extent of
force used was reasonably believed to be necessary, or
b.
The knowing and intentional possession, use, or transmission of a
dangerous weapon other than a firearm.
18. Knowingly and intentionally possessing, using, or transmitting a firearm on
school grounds, in a school-owned or utilized vehicle, or during an educational
function or event off school grounds, or at a school-sponsored activity or athletic
event. This conduct shall result in an expulsion for one calendar year. “Firearm”
means a firearm as defined in 18 U.S.C. 921, as that statute existed on January 1,
1995. That statute includes the following statement: “The term ‘firearm’ means (a)
any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be
converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; (b) the frame or
receiver of any such weapon; (c) any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or (d) any

destructive device.” The Superintendent may modify such one-year expulsion
requirement on a case-by-case basis, provided that such modification is in writing.
Bringing a firearm or other dangerous weapon to school for any reason is
discouraged; however, a student will not be subject to disciplinary action if the item
is brought or possessed under the following conditions:
a. Prior written permission to bring the firearm or other dangerous weapon
to school is obtained from the student's teacher, building administrator and
parent.
b. The purpose of having the firearm or other dangerous weapon in school is
for a legitimate educational function.
c. A plan for its transportation into and from the school, its storage while in
the school building and how it will be displayed must be developed with the
prior written approval by the teacher and building administrator. Such plan
shall require that such item will be in the possession of an adult staff member
at all times except for such limited time as is necessary to fulfill the
educational function.
d. The firearm or other dangerous weapon shall be in an inoperable conditi
on while it is on school grounds.
Additional Student Conduct Expectations and Grounds for Discipline (504.10,
504.12)
The following additional student conduct expectations are established. Failure to
comply with such rules is grounds for disciplinary action. When such conduct occurs
on school grounds, in a vehicle owned, leased, or contracted by a school being used
for a school purpose or in a vehicle being driven for a school purpose by a school
employee or by his or her designee, or at a school-sponsored activity or athletic
event, the conduct is grounds for long-term suspension, expulsion or mandatory
reassignment.
Threat Assessment and Response
The board of education is committed to providing a safe environment
for members of the school community. Students, staff, and patrons are
urged to immediately report any statements or behavior that makes the
observer fearful or uncomfortable about the safety of the school
environment.
1.

Obligation to Report threatening Statements or Behaviors.

All staff and students must report any threatening statements or
behavior to a member of the administration. Staff and students must
make such report regardless of the nature of the relationship between
the individual who initiated the threat or threatening behavior and the
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person(s) who were threatened or who were the focus of the threatening
behavior. Staff and students must also make such reports regardless
of where or when the threat was made or the threatening behavior
occurred.
THREATS OR ASSAULTS WHICH REQUIRE IMMEDIATE INTERVENTION
SHOULD BE REPORTED TO THE POLICE AT 911.
2.

Threat Assessment Team

The threat assessment team shall consist of the superintendent of
schools, building principal(s), and local law enforcement. The team is
responsible for investigating all reported threats to school safety,
evaluating the significance of each threat, and devising an appropriate
response.
3.

Threat Assessment Investigation and Response

All reports of violent, threatening, stalking, or other behavior or
statements which could be interpreted as posing a threat to school
safety will immediately be forwarded to a member of the team. Upon
receipt of an initial report of any threat, the team will take steps to verify
the information, make an initial assessment, and document any decision
involving further action. This investigation may include interviews with
the person who made the statement(s) or engaged in the behavior of
concern, interviews with teachers and other staff members who may
have information about the individual of concern, interviews with the
target(s) of the threatening statements or behavior, interviews of family
members, physical searches of the individual of concern’s person,
possessions, and home (as allowed by law and in cooperation with law
enforcement), and any other investigatory methods that the team
determines to be reasonable and useful.
At the conclusion of the investigation, the team will determine what, if
any, response to the threat is appropriate. The team is authorized to
disclose the results of its investigation to law enforcement and to the
target(s) of any threatened acts. The team may refer the individual of
concern to the appropriate school administrator for consequences under
the school’s student discipline policy or, if appropriate, report the results
of its investigation to the student’s individualized education plan team.
4.

Communication with the Public about Reported Threats

To the extent possible, the team will keep members of the school
community informed about possible threats and about the team’s
response to those threats. This communication may include oral
announcements, written communication sent home with students, and
communication through print or broadcast media. However, the team
will not reveal the identity of the individual of concern or of any target(s)
of threatened violence if that individual is a minor.
Electronic Devices
a. Philosophy and Purpose. The District strongly discourages students from bringing
and/or using electronic devices at school. The use of electronic devices can be
disruptive to the educational process and are items that are frequently lost or
stolen. In order to maintain a secure and orderly learning environment, and to
promote respect and courtesy regarding the use of electronic devices, the District
hereby establishes the following rules and regulations governing student use of
electronic devices, and procedures to address student misuse of electronic devices.
b. Definitions. “Electronic devices,” include, but are not limited to, cell phones, Mp3
players, iPods, compact disc players, portable game consoles, cameras, digital
scanners, lap top computers, and other electronic or battery powered instruments
which transmit voice, text, or data from one person to another.
c. Possession and Use of Electronic Devices.
(1) Students are not permitted to possess or use any electronic devices during class
time or during passing time except as otherwise provided by this policy. Cell phone
usage is strictly prohibited during any class period; including voice usage, digital
imaging, or text messaging.
(2) Students are permitted to possess and use electronic devices before school
hours and after school hours, provided that the student not commit any abusive use
of the device (see paragraph (d)(1). Administrators have the discretion to prohibit
student possession or use of electronic devices on school grounds during these
times in the event the administration determines such further restrictions are
appropriate; an announcement will be given in the event of such a change in
permitted use.
(3) Electronic devices may be used during class time when specifically approved by
the teacher or a school administrator in conjunction with appropriate and
authorized class or school activities or events (i.e., student use of a camera during a
photography class; student use of a lap top computer for a class presentation).
(4) Students may use electronic devices during class time when authorized pursuant
to an Individual Education Plan (IEP), a Section 504 Accommodation Plan, or a
Health Care Plan, or pursuant to a plan developed with the student’s parent when
the student has a compelling need to have the device (e.g., a student whose parent is
in the hospital could be allowed limited use of the cell phone for family contacts, so
the family can give the student updates on the parent’s condition).
d. Violations
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(1) Students shall not use electronic devices at any time or place for: (a) activities
which disrupt the educational environment; (b) illegal activities in violation of state
or federal laws or (c) unethical activities, such as cheating on assignments or tests;
(d) immoral or pornographic activities; (e) activities in violation of Board or school
policies and procedures relating to student conduct and harassment; or (f) activities
which invade the privacy of others. Such student misuses will be dealt with as
serious school violations, and immediate and appropriate disciplinary action may be
imposed, including, but not limited to, suspension and expulsion from school.
(2) Electronic devices used in violation of this policy may be confiscated by school
personnel and returned to the student or parent/guardian at an appropriate time. If
an electronic device is confiscated, the electronic device shall be taken to the
school’s main office to be identified, placed in a secure area, and returned to the
student and/or the student’s parent/guardian in a consistent and orderly way.
(3) First Violation: Depending upon the nature of the violation and the imposition of
other appropriate disciplinary action, consequences at a minimum may include a
relinquishment of the electronic device to the school administration and a
conference between the student and school principal or assistant principal. The
electronic device shall remain in the possession of the school administration until
such time as the student personally comes to the school’s main office and retrieves
the electronic device.
(4) Second Violation: Depending upon the nature of the violation and the imposition
of other appropriate disciplinary action, consequences at a minimum may include a
relinquishment of the electronic device to the school administration and a
conference between the student and his/her parent/guardian and the school
principal or assistant principal. The electronic device shall remain in the possession
of the school administration until such time as the student’s parent/guardian
personally comes to the school’s main office and retrieves the electronic device.
(5) Third Violation: Depending upon the nature of the violation and the imposition
of other appropriate disciplinary action, consequences at a minimum may include a
relinquishment of the electronic device to the school administration, a conference
between the student and his/her parent/guardian and the school principal or
assistant principal, and suspension of the student from school. The electronic device
shall remain in the possession of the school administration until such time as the
student’s parent/guardian personally comes to the school’s main office and
retrieves the electronic device.
(6) Subsequent Violations: Students who are repeat offenders of this policy shall be
subject to the imposition of any appropriate disciplinary action, which may include
suspension and expulsion from school.
e. Responsibility for Electronic Devices. Students or their parents/guardians are
expected to claim a confiscated electronic device within ten (10) days of the date it
was relinquished. The school shall not be responsible, financially or otherwise, for
any unclaimed electronic devices. By bringing such devices to school, students and
parents authorize the school to dispose of unclaimed devices at the end of each
semester. The District is not responsible for the security and safekeeping of
students’ electronic devices and is not financially responsible for any damage,
destruction, or loss of electronic devices.

Computer Network Use by Students
Students are expected to use computers and the Internet as an
educational resource. The following procedures and guidelines govern
the use of computers and the Internet at school.
I.

Student Expectations in the Use of the Internet
A.
Acceptable Use
1.
Students may use the Internet to conduct research
assigned by teachers.
2.
Students may use the Internet to conduct research for
classroom projects.
3.
Students may use the Internet to gain access to
information about current events.
4.
Students may use the Internet to conduct research for
school-related activities.
5.
Students may use the Internet for appropriate
educational purposes.
B.
Unacceptable Use
1.
Students shall not use school computers to gain
access to material that is obscene, pornographic,
harmful to minors, or otherwise inappropriate for
educational uses.
2.
Students shall not engage in any illegal or
inappropriate activities on school computers,
including the downloading and copying of copyrighted
material.
3.
Students shall not use e-mail, chat rooms, instant
messaging, or other forms of direct electronic
communications on school computers for any
unauthorized or unlawful purpose or in violation of any
school policy or directive.
4.
Students shall not use school computers to participate
in on-line auctions, on-line gaming or mp3 sharing
systems including, but not limited to Aimster or
Freenet and the like.
5.
Students shall not disclose personal information, such
as their names, school, addresses, or telephone
numbers outside the school network.
6.
Students shall not use school computers for
commercial advertising or political advocacy of any
kind without the express written permission of the
system administrator.
7.
Students shall not publish web pages that purport to
represent the school district or the work of students
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8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
II.

at the school district without the express written
permission of the system administrator.
Students shall not erase, rename, or make unusable
anyone else’s computer files, programs or disks.
Students shall not share their passwords with fellow
students, school volunteers or any other individuals,
and shall not use, or try to discover, another user’s
password.
Students shall not copy, change or transfer any
software or documentation provided by the school
district, teachers or another student without
permission from the system administrator.
Students shall not write, produce, generate, copy,
propagate, or attempt to introduce any computer code
designed to self-replicate, damage, or otherwise
hinder the performance of any computer’s memory,
file system, or software. Such software is often called,
but is not limited to, a bug, virus, worm, or Trojan
Horse.
Students shall not configure or troubleshoot
computers, networks, printers or other associated
equipment, except as directed by a teacher or the
system administrator.
Students shall not take home technology equipment
(hardware or software) without permission of the
system administrator.
Students shall not falsify electronic mail messages or
web pages.

Enforcement
A.
Methods of Enforcement
1.
The district monitors all Internet communications,
Internet usage, and patterns of Internet usage.
Students have no right of privacy to any Internet
communications or other electronic files.
The
computer system is owned by the school district. As
with any school property, any electronic files on the
system are subject to search and inspection at any
time.
2.
The school district uses a technology protection
measure that blocks access to some Internet sites
that are not in accordance with the policy of the school
district. Standard use of the Internet utilizes a proxy
server-based filter that screens for non-curriculum
related pages.

3.

III.

Due to the nature of filtering technology, the filter
may at times filter pages that are appropriate for
student research. The system administrator may
override the technology protection measure for the
student to access a site with legitimate educational
value that is wrongly blocked.
4.
The school district staff will monitor students' use of
the Internet through direct supervision and by
monitoring
Internet
use
history
to
ensure
enforcement of the policy.
B.
Consequences for Violation of this Policy
1.
Access to the school’s computer system and to the
Internet is a privilege, not a right. Any violation of
school policy and rules may result in:
a.
Loss of computer privileges;
b.
Short-term suspension;
c.
Long-term
suspension
or
expulsion
in
accordance
with the Nebraska Student
Discipline Act; and
d.
Other discipline as school administration and
the school board deem appropriate.
2.
Students who use school computer systems without
permission and for non-school purposes may be guilty
of a criminal violation and will be prosecuted.
Protection of Students
A.
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)
1.
The school will not allow companies to collect personal
information from children under 13 for commercial
purposes. The school will make reasonable efforts to
disable
advertising
in
educational
computer
applications.
2.
This policy allows the school to act as an agent for
parents in the collection of information within the
school context.
The school’s use of student
information is solely for education purposes.
B.
Education About Appropriate On-Line Behavior
1.
School district staff will educate students about
appropriate online behavior, both in specific computer
usage units and in the general curriculum.
2.
Staff will specifically educate students on
a.
Appropriate interactions with other individuals
on social networking websites and in chat
rooms.
b.
Cyberbullying awareness and response.
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3.

The School District’s technology coordinator shall
inform staff of this educational obligation and shall
keep records of the instruction which occurs in
compliance with this policy

Inappropriate Public Displays of Affection (IPDA)
Students are not to engage in inappropriate public displays of affection on school
property or at school activities. Such conduct includes kissing, touching, fondling or
other displays of affection that would be reasonably considered to be embarrassing
or a distraction to others. Students will face the following consequences for IPDA:
1. 1st Offense: Student will be confronted and directed to cease.
2. 2nd Offense: Student will be confronted, directed to cease, and parents will
be notified. 3. 3rd Offense: Student may be suspended from school for a
minimum of 1 day, and parents and student will need to meet with
Administrator(s) and/or counselor. If this type of behavior continues, or if
the IPDA is lewd or constitutes sexual conduct, the student could face longterm suspension or expulsion.
Specific Rule Items: The following conduct may result in disciplinary action that, in
the repeated violations, may result in discipline up to expulsion:
1. Students are not given locker passes, restroom passes or telephone passes to
leave a classroom or study hall unless special circumstances arise.
2. Students in the hallway during class time must have a pass with them.
3. Gum, candy, seeds, etc. are not allowed in the school building or classrooms. The
pop machine is closed until after school and pop is to be drunk outside.
4. Students are expected to bring all books and necessary materials to class. This
includes study halls.
5. Assignments for all classes are due as assigned by the teacher.
6. Students are not to operate the mini-blinds or the windows.
7. The teacher ends the class. Students are not to begin to pack up or leave the class
until the dismissal bell has rung or the teacher has dismissed the class.
8. Students are to be in their seats and ready for class on the tardy bell.
9. Special classes such as Industrial Technology, Art, P.E., and computers courses
will have other safety or clean-up rules that will be explained to you by that teacher
which must be followed.
10. Students are not to bring “nuisance items” to school. A nuisance item is
something that is not required for educational purposes and which would cause a
distraction to the student or others.
11. Students are to stand back from the entry steps and doors in the mornings
before school and at noon before the bell so that others may pass in and out of the
entry doors. 12. Snow handling is prohibited.
Law Violations

1. Cases of law violations or suspected law violations by students will be reported to
the police and to the student's parents or guardian as soon as possible.
2. When a principal or other school official releases a minor student to a peace
officer (e.g., police officer, sheriff, and all other persons with similar authority to
make arrests) for the purpose of removing the minor from the school premises, the
principal or other school official shall take immediate steps to notify the parent,
guardian, or responsible relative of the minor regarding the release of the minor to
the officer and regarding the place to which the minor is reportedly being taken,
except when a minor has been taken into custody as a victim of suspected child
abuse, in which case the principal or other school official shall provide the peace
officer with the address and telephone number of the minor's parents or guardian.
3. In an effort to demonstrate that student behavior is always subject to possible
legal sanctions regardless of where the behavior occurs it is the District’s policy to
notify the proper legal authorities when a student engages in any of the following
behaviors on school grounds or at a school sponsored event:
(a) Knowingly possessing illegal drugs or alcohol.
(b) Aggravated or felonious assault.
(c) Vandalism resulting in significant property damage.
(d) Theft of school or personal property of a significant nature.
(e) Automobile accident.
(f) Any other behavior that significantly threatens the health or safety of students or
other persons, and such other offenses which are required to be reported by law.
When appropriate, it shall be the responsibility of the referring administrator to
contact the student's parent of the fact that the referral to legal authorities has been
or will be made.
Due Process Afforded to Students Facing Long-term Suspension or Expulsion
The following procedures shall be followed with regard to any long-term
suspension, expulsion or mandatory reassignment.
1.
The Principal shall prepare a written summary of the alleged violation and
the evidence supporting the alleged violation with the Superintendent or his/her
designee.
2.
If the Principal determines that the student must be suspended immediately
to prevent or substantially reduce the risk of (a) interference with an educational
function or school purpose or (b) a personal injury to the student himself or herself,
other students, school employees, or school volunteers, and a notice of intent to
discipline the student by long-term suspension, expulsion, or mandatory
reassignment is filed with the Superintendent or his or her designee, the student
may be suspended by the Principal until the date the long-term suspension,
expulsion, or mandatory reassignment takes effect if no hearing is requested or, if a
hearing is requested, the date the hearing examiner makes the report of his or her
findings and a recommendation of the action to be taken to the Superintendent.
3.
The Principal or his/her designee shall serve by registered or certified mail
or by personal service to the student and the student's parents or guardian with a
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written notice within two school days of the date of the decision to recommend
long-term suspension or expulsion. Said notice shall include the following:
(a)
The rule or standard of conduct allegedly violated and the acts of the student
alleged to constitute a cause for long-term suspension or expulsion including a
summary of the evidence to be presented against the student as submitted by the
Principal or assistant Principal.
(b)
The penalties to which the student may be subjected and the penalty which
the Principal or his or her designee has recommended in the charge.
(c)
A statement explaining the student's right to a hearing upon request on the
specified charges.
(d)
A description of the hearing procedures provided by these policies along
with procedures for appealing any decision rendered at the hearing.
(e)
A statement that the administrative representative, legal counsel for school,
the student, the student's parents, or the student's representative or guardian shall
have the right to examine the student's academic and disciplinary records and any
affidavits to be used at the hearing concerning the alleged misconduct, and the right
to know the identity of the witnesses to appear at the hearing and the substance of
their testimony.
(f)
A form or a request for hearing to be signed by such parties and delivered to
the Principal or his or her designee in person or by registered or certified mail.
4.
Nothing in this policy shall preclude the student, student's parents, guardian
or representative from discussing and settling the matter with appropriate school
personnel prior to the hearing stage.
5.
In the event that the Principal has not received a request for hearing within
five school days following receipt of the written notice, the punishment
recommended in the charge by the Principal, or his or her designee, shall
automatically go into effect.
6.
If a hearing is requested more than 5 school days following the actual receipt
of the written notice, but not more than 30 calendar days after actual receipt, the
student shall be entitled to a hearing; but the punishment imposed may continue in
effect pending final determination.
7.
If a request for hearing is not received within 30 calendar days following the
mailing or delivery of the written notice, the student shall not be entitled to a
hearing.
8.
In the event that a hearing is required to be provided, the Superintendent
shall appoint a hearing officer.
Hearing Procedure
1.
Hearing Officer. The hearing officer shall be any person designated by the
Superintendent. The hearing officer shall be an individual who has had no
involvement in the charge, will not be a witness at the hearing, and who has not
brought the charges against the student. It shall be the duty of the hearing officer to
remain impartial throughout all deliberations. The hearing officer shall be available
prior to any hearing held pursuant to this policy to answer any questions the
administrative representative, the student, the student's parents, or guardian may
have regarding the nature and conduct of the hearing.

2.
Administrative Representative. The Principal may appoint an administrative
representative to present the facts and evidence. Such administrative
representative may be an attorney or may be represented by an attorney, but any
such attorney shall not advise the hearing officer or parties who may review the
proceedings as their counsel.
3.
Notice of Hearing. If a hearing is requested within five school days of receipt
of the notice, the hearing officer shall, within two school days after being appointed,
give written notice to the administrative representative, the student, and the
student's parents or guardian of the time and place for the hearing. The hearing
shall be scheduled within a period of five school days after it is requested. No
hearing shall be held upon less than two school days' actual notice to the
administrative representative, the student, and the student's parents, or guardian,
except with the consent of all of the parties.
4.
Continuance. Upon written request of the student or the student's parents or
guardian, the hearing officer shall have the discretionary authority to continue from
time to time the hearing. In addition, the hearing officer may continue the hearing
upon any good cause.
5.
Access to Records. The administrative representative, the student, the
student's parent or guardian, and the legal counsel of the student shall have the
right to examine the records, affidavits, and the statements of any witnesses in the
possession of the Perkins County School Board of Education at any reasonable time
prior to the hearing.
6.
Hearing Procedure. The hearing officer, the student, the student’s parents or
guardian, the student’s representative if any, and the administrative representative
shall attend the hearing. Witnesses shall be present only when they are giving
information at the hearing or with the consent of both parties. The student may be
excluded at the discretion of the hearing officer at times when the student's
psychological evaluation or emotional problems are being discussed. Legal counsel
may represent the student or the student’s parents or guardian or both. The
hearing examiner may exclude anyone from the hearing when his/her actions
substantially disrupt an orderly hearing. The formal rules of evidence shall not
apply at the hearing. The administrative representative shall present to the hearing
officer statements, in affidavit form, of any person having information about the
student's conduct and the student's records, but not unless such statements and
records have been made available to the student, the student's parents, guardian or
representative prior to the hearing. The information contained in such records shall
be explained and interpreted prior to or at the hearing to the student, parents or
guardian, or representative at their request, by appropriate school personnel. The
student, the student's parents, guardian, or representative, the administrative
representative, or the hearing officer may ask witnesses to testify at the hearing.
Such testimony shall be under oath and the hearing officer shall be authorized to
administer the oath. The student, parent, guardian or representative,
administrative representative, or the hearing officer shall have the right to question
any witness giving information at the hearing. The student may testify in his/her
own defense in which case he/she shall be subject to cross-examination. However, a
student need not testify; and if he/she chooses not to, no conclusion may be drawn
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there from. Any person giving evidence by written statement or in person at a
hearing shall be given the same immunity from liability as a person testifying in a
court case. A single hearing may be conducted for more than one student if in the
discretion of the hearing examiner a single hearing is not likely to result in
confusion or prejudice to the interest of any of the students involved. If during the
conduct of such a hearing, the hearing examiner concludes that any of such student's
interests will be substantially prejudiced by a group hearing, or that confusion is
resulting, the hearing examiner may order a separate hearing for each or any of said
students.
7.
Availability of Witnesses. The hearing officer will have the authority to
subpoena any witnesses to the hearing and shall make reasonable efforts to assist in
obtaining the attendance of any witnesses requested by the student, the student's
parents, or guardian or their legal representative.
8.
Record. The proceedings of the hearing shall be recorded at the expense of
the school district.
9.
Findings. Within a reasonable time after the conclusion of the hearing, the
hearing officer shall prepare and submit to the Superintendent of schools his/her
written findings and recommendation as to disposition. This report shall explain, in
terms of the needs of both the student and the school board, the reasons for the
particular action recommended. Such recommendation may range from no action,
through the entire field of counseling, to long-term suspension, expulsion, or
mandatory reassignment.
10. Review by Superintendent. The Superintendent of schools shall review the
findings and recommendations of the hearing officer and in his/her discretion may
also review any of the facts and evidence presented at the hearing; and based upon
such report and the facts, shall determine the sanctions to be imposed. However,
the Superintendent may not impose a more severe sanction than that imposed by
the hearing officer.
11. Notice of Determination. Written notice of the findings and recommendations of
the hearing officer and the determination of the Superintendent of schools shall be
made by certified registered mail or by personal delivery to the student and the
student's parents or guardian. Upon receipt of such written notice by the student
and/or parents and guardian, the determination of the Superintendent shall take
immediate effect.
12. Appeals to Board. The student, student's parents or guardian may, within seven
school days following the receipt of the Superintendent's decision, submit to the
Superintendent of schools a written request for a hearing before the Board of
Education.
13. Reviews by Board of Education. Upon receipt of the request for review of the
Superintendent's determination, the Board of Education or a committee of not less
than 3 members shall, within 10 school days, hold a hearing on the matter. Such
hearing shall be made on the record except that the board may admit new or
additional evidence to avoid substantial threat of unfairness. Such new evidence
shall be recorded. The Board of Education or committee thereof may withdraw to
deliberate privately upon the record and new evidence. Any such deliberation shall
be held in the presence only of board members in attendance at the appeal

proceeding, but may be held in the presence of legal counsel who has not previously
acted as the administrative representative in presenting the school's case before the
hearing officer. If any questions arise during such deliberations that require
additional evidence, the Board of Education or committee thereof may require the
hearing to receive such evidence, subject to the right of all parties to be present. A
record of any such new or additional evidence shall be made and shall be considered
as a part of the record; and based upon the evidence presented at the hearing before
the hearing officer, and such new or additional evidence, the Board of Education or
the committee shall make a final disposition of the matter. The Board may alter the
Superintendent's disposition of the case if it finds his/her decision to be too severe,
but it may not impose a more severe sanction. A designated method of giving notice
by the Board of Education or committee thereof, if required, for any Board review
shall be by posting on the schoolhouse door.
14. Final Decision of Board of Education. The final decision of Board shall be
delivered to the student and parents or legal guardian of the student by personally
delivering the same or by mailing the same by certified or registered mail.
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Article 8 - State and Federal Programs
The Perkins County Elementary does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, disability, religion, age, pregnancy, childbirth or related medical
condition, or other protected status in the admission, access to its facilities or
programs or activities, treatment, or employment.
Section 1
Designation of Coordinators
Any person having concerns or needing information about the District’s compliance
with anti-discrimination laws or policies should contact the District’s designated
Coordinator for the applicable anti-discrimination law.
Law, Policy or Program
Title VI

Issue or Concern
Discrimination or
harassment based on
race, color, or national
origin; harassment
Title IX
Discrimination or
harassment based on sex;
gender equity
Section 504 of the
Discrimination,
Rehabilitation Act and
harassment or reasonable
the Americans with
accommodations of
Disability Act (ADA)
persons with disabilities
Homeless student laws
Children who are
homeless
Safe and Drug Free
Safe and drug free
Schools and Communities schools

Coordinator
Phillip Picquet,
Superintendent
Phillip Picquet,
Superintendent
Phillip Picquet,
Superintendent
Phillip Picquet,
Superintendent
Phillip Picquet,
Superintendent

The Coordinator may be contacted at: 740 Sherman Avenue, Grant, Nebraska
69140, telephone number (308) 352-4735
Section 2
Anti-discrimination & Harassment Policy
Elimination of Discrimination. The Perkins County Elementary hereby gives this
statement of compliance and intent to comply with all state and federal laws
prohibiting discrimination or harassment and requiring accommodations. This
school district intends to take necessary measures to assure compliance with such
laws against any prohibited form of discrimination or harassment or which require
accommodations.
Preventing Harassment and Discrimination of Students.
Purpose: Perkins County Elementary is committed to offering employment and
educational opportunities to its employees and students in a climate free of
discrimination. Accordingly, unlawful discrimination or harassment of any kind by
administrators, teachers, co-workers, students or other persons is prohibited. In
addition, Perkins County Elementary will try to protect employees and students

from reported discrimination or harassment by non-employees or others in the
work place and educational environment.
For purposes of this policy, discrimination or harassment based on a person's race,
color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, age, pregnancy, childbirth or related
medical condition, or other protected status, is prohibited. The following are
general definitions of what might constitute prohibited harassment.
In general, ethnic or racial slurs or other verbal or physical conduct relating to a
person's race, color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, age, pregnancy,
childbirth or related medical condition, or other protected status constitute
harassment when they unreasonably interfere with the person's work performance
or create an intimidating work, instructional or educational environment.
Age harassment (40 years of age and higher) has been defined by federal
regulations as a form of age discrimination. It can consist of demeaning jokes,
insults or intimidation based on a person's age.
Sexual harassment is defined by federal and state regulations as a form of sex
discrimination. It can consist of unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual
favors, or physical or verbal conduct of a sexual nature by supervisors or others in
the work place, classroom or educational environment.
Sexual harassment may exist when:
Submission to such conduct is both an explicit or implicit term and condition of
employment or of participation and enjoyment of the school’s programs and
activities;
Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used or threatened as a basis for
employment related decisions, such as promotion, performance, evaluation, pay
adjustment, discipline, work assignment, etc., or school program or activity
decisions, such as admission, credits, grades, school assignments or playing time.
The conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individual's work or educational performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or
offensive working, classroom or educational environment.
Sexual harassment may include explicit sexual propositions, sexual innuendo,
suggestive comments, sexually oriented "kidding" or "teasing", "practical jokes",
jokes about gender-specific traits, foul or obscene language or gestures, displays of
foul or obscene printed or visual material, and physical contact, such as patting,
pinching or brushing against another's body.
Complaint Procedure
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Good communication helps to resolve many misunderstandings and
disagreements. This complaint procedure applies to board members,
patrons, students and school staff, unless the staff member is subject
to a different grievance procedure pursuant to policy or contract.
Individuals who have a complaint should discuss their concerns with
appropriate school personnel in an effort to resolve problems. When
such efforts do not resolve matters satisfactorily, including matters
involving discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, marital status, disability, or age, a complainant
should follow the procedures set forth below.
A preponderance of the evidence will be required to discipline a party
accused of misconduct. This means that the investigator must conclude
that it is more likely than not that misconduct occurred.
Complaint and Appeal Process.
1.

The first step is for the complainant to speak directly to the
person(s) with whom the complainant has a concern.
For
example, a parent who is unhappy with a classroom teacher
should initially discuss the matter with the teacher. However, the
complainant should skip the first step if complainant believes
speaking directly to the person would subject complainant to
discrimination or harassment.

2.

The second step is for the complainant to speak to the building
principal, Title IX/504 coordinator, superintendent of schools, or
president of the board of education, as set forth below.
a)

Complaints about the operation, decisions, or personnel
within a building should be submitted to the principal of the
building.

b)

Complaints about the operations of the school district or a
building principal should be submitted in writing to the
superintendent of schools.

c)

Complaints about the superintendent of schools should be
submitted in writing to the president of the board of
education.

d)

Complaints involving discrimination or harassment on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, marital status,
disability, or age may also be submitted, at any time during

the complaint procedure to the School District’s Title IX/504
coordinator.
Complaints involving discrimination or
harassment may also be submitted at any time to the Office
for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education: by email at
OCR.KansasCity@ed.gov; by telephone at (816) 268-0550;
or by fax at (816) 268-0599.
3.

When a complainant submits a complaint to an administrator or
to the Title IX/504 coordinator, the administrator or Title IX/504
coordinator shall promptly and thoroughly investigate the
complaint, and shall:
a)

Determine whether the complainant has discussed the
matter with the staff member involved.
1)

If the complainant has not, the administrator or Title
IX/504 coordinator will urge the complainant to
discuss the matter directly with that staff member, if
appropriate.

2)

If the complainant refuses to discuss the matter with
the staff member, the administrator or Title IX/504
coordinator shall, in his or her sole discretion,
determine whether the complaint should be pursued
further.

b)

Strongly encourage the complainant to reduce his or her
concerns to writing.

c)

Interview the complainant to determine:

d)

1)

All relevant details of the complaint;

2)

All witnesses and documents which the complainant
believes support the complaint;

3)

The action or solution which the complainant seeks.

Respond to the complainant.
discrimination or harassment,
writing and shall be submitted
administrator or Title IX/504
complaint.

If the complaint involved
the response shall be in
within 180 days after the
coordinator received the
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4.

5.

If either the complainant or the accused party is not satisfied with
the administrator’s or the Title IX/504 coordinator’s decision
regarding a complaint, he or she may appeal the decision to the
superintendent.
a)

This appeal must be in writing.

b)

This appeal must be received by the superintendent no later
than ten (10) business days from the date the administrator
or Title IX/504 coordinator communicated his/her decision
to the complainant.

c)

The superintendent will investigate as he or she deems
appropriate. However, all matters involving discrimination
or harassment shall be promptly and thoroughly
investigated.

d)

Upon completion of this investigation, the superintendent
will inform the complainant in writing of his or her decision.
If the complaint involved discrimination or harassment, the
superintendent shall submit the decision within 180 days
after the superintendent received complainant’s written
appeal.

If either the complainant or the accused party is not satisfied with
the superintendent’s decision regarding a complaint, he or she
may appeal the decision to the board.
a)

This appeal must be in writing.

b)

This appeal must be received by the board president no later
than ten (10) business days from the date the
superintendent communicated his/her decision to the
complainant.

c)

This policy allows, but does not require the board to receive
statements from interested parties and witnesses relevant
to the complaint appeal. However, all matters involving
discrimination or harassment shall be promptly and
thoroughly investigated.

d)

The board will notify the complainant in writing of its
decision. If the complaint involved discrimination or

harassment, the board shall submit its decision within 180
days after it received complainant’s written appeal.
e)
6.

There is no appeal from a decision of the board.

When a formal complaint about the superintendent of schools has
been filed with the president of the board, the president shall
promptly and thoroughly investigate the complaint, and shall:
a)

Determine whether the complainant has discussed the
matter with the superintendent.
1)

If the complainant has not, the board president will
urge the complainant to discuss the matter directly
with the superintendent, if appropriate.

2)

If the complainant refuses to discuss the matter with
the superintendent, the board president shall, in his
or her sole discretion, determine whether the
complaint should be pursued further.

b)

Strongly encourage the complainant to reduce his or her
concerns to writing.

c)

Determine, in his or her sole discretion, whether to place
the matter on the board agenda for consideration at a
regular or special meeting.

d)

Respond to the complainant. If the complaint involved
discrimination or harassment, the response shall be in
writing and shall be submitted within 180 days after the
president received the complaint.

No Retaliation. The school district prohibits retaliation against any
person for filing a complaint or for participating in the complaint
procedure in good faith.
Bad Faith or Serial Filings. The purpose of the complaint procedure
is to resolve complaints at the lowest level possible within the chain of
command. Complaints filed (a) without a good faith intention to attempt
to resolve the issues raised; (b) for the purpose of adding administrative
burden; (c) at a volume unreasonable to expect satisfactory resolution;
or (d) for purposes inconsistent with the efficient operations of the
district may be dismissed by the superintendent without providing final
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resolution other than noting the dismissal.
dismissals made pursuant to this section.

There is no appeal from

Section 3 Multicultural Policies
The philosophy of the District’s multicultural education program is that students
will have improved ability to function as productive members of society when
provided with: (a) an understanding of diverse cultures and races, the manner in
which the existence of diverse cultures and races have affected the history of our
Nation and the world, and of the contributions made by diverse cultures and races
(including but not be limited to African Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native
Americans, Asian Americans and European Americans) and (b) with the ability and
skills to be sensitive toward and to study, work and live successively with persons of
diverse cultures and races. The mission shall also include preparing students to
eliminate stereotypes and discrimination or harassment of others based on
ethnicity, religion, gender, socioeconomic status, age, or disability.
Section 4 Notices to Parents of Rights Afforded by Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973
The following is a description of the rights granted to qualifying students with
disabilities under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. The intent of the law is to
keep you fully informed concerning the decisions about your child and to inform
you of your rights if you disagree with any of these decisions. You have the right to:
1.
Have your child take part in, and receive benefits from, public education
programs without discrimination because of his/her disability.
2.
Have the school district advise you of your rights under federal law.
3.
Receive notice with respect to identification, evaluation or placement of your
child.
4.
Have your child receive a free appropriate public education.
5.
Have your child receive services and be educated in facilities that are
comparable to those provided to every student.
6.
Have evaluation, educational and placement decisions made based on a
variety of information sources and by persons who know the student and
who are knowledgeable about the evaluation data and placement options.
7.
Have transportation provided to and from an alternative placement setting
(if the setting is a program not operated by the district) at no greater cost to you
than would be incurred if the student were placed in a program operated by the
district.
8.
Have your child be given an equal opportunity to participate in nonacademic
and extracurricular activities offered by the district.
9.
Examine all relevant records relating to decisions regarding your child’s
identification, evaluation and placement.
10.
Request mediation or an impartial due process hearing related to decisions
or actions regarding your child’s identification, evaluation, educational program or

placement. (You and your child may take part in the hearing. Hearing requests are to
be made to the Superintendent.)
11.
File a local grievance.
Section 5 Notifications of Rights Under FERPA
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords parents and
students over 18 years of age (“eligible students”) certain rights with respect to the
student’s education records. They are:
1.
The right to inspect and review the student’s education records within 45
days of the day the District receives a request for access.
Parents or eligible students should submit to the school principal (or appropriate
school official) a written request that identifies the record(s) they wish to inspect.
The principal will make arrangements for access and notify the parent or eligible
student of the time and place where the records may be inspected.
2.
The right to request the amendment of the student’s education records that
the parent or eligible student believes are inaccurate or misleading.
Parents or eligible students may ask the School District to amend a record that they
believe is inaccurate or misleading. They should write the school principal, clearly
identify the part of the record they want changed, and specify why it is inaccurate or
misleading. If the District decides not to amend the record as requested by the
parent or eligible student, the District will notify the parent or eligible student of the
decision and advise them of their right to a hearing regarding the request for
amendment. Additional information regarding the hearing procedures will be
provided to the parent or eligible student when notified of the right to a hearing.
3.
The right to consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information
contained in the student’s education records, except to the extent that FERPA
authorizes disclosure without consent.
Non-Directory Information
All of the other personally identifiable information about students that is
maintained in the school district’s education records will generally not
be disclosed to anyone outside the school system except under one of
two circumstances: (1) in accordance with the provisions of the FERPA
statutes and related administrative regulations, or (2) in accordance
with the parent’s written instructions.
One FERPA exception permits disclosure to school officials with
legitimate educational interests without consent. A school official
includes, but is not necessarily limited to, a teacher or other educator,
administrator, supervisor, instructor, or support staff member (including
health or medical staff and law enforcement unit personnel); school
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board member; volunteer; contractor or consultant who, while not
employed by the school, performs an institutional service or function for
which the school would otherwise use its own employees and who is
under the direct control of the school with respect to the use and
maintenance of PII from education records, such as an attorney,
auditor, medical consultant, therapist, or a third-party website operator
who has contracted with the school district or its agent to offer online
programs for the benefit of students and/or the district; a parent or
student volunteering to serve on an official committee, such as a
disciplinary or grievance committee; or a parent, student, or other
volunteer assisting another school official in performing his or her tasks.
A school official typically has a “legitimate educational interest” if the
official needs to review an education record in order to fulfill a schoolrelated professional, contractual, statutory, or regulatory responsibility.
4.
The right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education
concerning alleged failures by the District to comply with the requirements of
FERPA. The name and address of the office that administers FERPA is:
Family Policy Compliance Office
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202-4605
Notice Concerning Directory Information
The District may disclose directory information. The types of personally identifiable
information that the District has designated as directory information are as follows:
1.
Student’s Name, address, telephone listing, and the name, address, telephone
listings (if not unlisted), e-mail address and work or other contact information of
the student’s parent/guardian or other adult acting in loco parentis or with
authority to act as parent or guardian in educational matters for the student;
2.
School and dates of attendance;
3.
Student’s current grade;
4.
Student’s enrollment status (e.g. full-time or part-time);
5.
Student’s date of birth and place of birth;
6.
Student’s extra-curricular participation;
7.
Student’s achievement awards or honors;
8.
Student’s weight and height if a member of an athletic team;
9.
Student’s photograph; and
10.
School or school district the student attended before he or she enrolled in
Perkins County Schools.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the District does not designate as directory
information personally identifiable information from students’ education records
where the District determines that the disclosure to the potential recipient poses a
risk to student safety or well-being, including but not limited to circumstances
where the potential recipient is a registered sex offender and the personally

identifiable information would permit the potential recipient to communicate with
or otherwise contact the student.
A parent or eligible student has the right to refuse to let the District designate
information about the student as directory information. The period of time within
which a parent or eligible student has to notify the District in writing that he or she
does not want information about the student designated as directory information is
as follows: two (2) weeks from the time this information is first received. Please
contact the Superintendent’s office to indicate your refusal to have your child’s
information designated as directory information.
The District may disclose information about former students without meeting the
conditions in this section.
The District’s policy is for education records to be kept confidential except as
permitted by the FERPA law, and the District does not approve any practice that
involves an unauthorized disclosure of education records. In some courses student
work may be displayed or made available to others. Also, some teachers may have
persons other than the teacher or school staffs, such as volunteers or fellow
students, assist with the task of grading student work and returning graded work to
students. The District does not either approve or disapprove such teaching
practices, and designates such student work as directory information and/or as
non-education records. Each parent and eligible student shall be presumed to have
accepted this designation in the absence of the parent or eligible student giving
notification to the District in writing in the manner set forth above pertaining to the
designation of directory information. Consent will be presumed to have been given
in the absence of such a notification from the parent or eligible.
Notice Concerning Designation of Law Enforcement Unit:
The District designates the Perkins County Police Department as the District's “law
enforcement unit” for purposes of (1) enforcing any and all federal, state or local
law, (2) maintaining the physical security and safety of the schools in the District,
and (3) maintaining safe and drug free schools.
Section 6
Notice Concerning Disclosure of Student Recruiting Information
Federal law requires that the District provide military recruiters and institutions of
higher education access to secondary school students’ names, addresses, and
telephone listings. Parents and secondary students have the right to request that the
District not provide this information (i.e., not provide the student’s name, address,
and telephone listing) to military recruiters or institutions of higher education,
without their prior written parental consent. The District will comply with any such
request.
Section 7
Funding

Notice to Parents of Students in Programs Receiving Title I
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Staff Qualifications. Parents may request, and the District will provide the parents
of students attending any school receiving Title I funds on request (and in a timely
manner), information regarding the professional qualifications of the student’s
classroom teachers, including at a minimum, the following:
(A)
Whether the student’s teacher—
(i)
has met State qualification and licensing criteria for the grade levels and
subject areas in which the teacher provides instruction;
(ii)
is teaching under emergency or other provisional status through which State
qualification or licensing criteria have been waived; and
(iii) is teaching in the field of discipline of the certification of the teacher.
(B)
Whether the child is provided services by paraprofessionals and, if so, their
qualifications.
Testing Opt-Out. Parents may request, and the District will provide the parents of
students attending any school receiving Title I funds on request (and in a timely
manner), information regarding any State or District policy regarding student
participation in any State or District assessments, including the District’s policy and
procedure on the parental right to opt the child out of such assessment(s). The
District shall also make widely available through public means (including by posting
in a clear and easily accessible manner on the District’s website) information on
each State or District assessment, including:
(A)
the subject matter assessed;
(B)
the purpose for which the assessment is designed and used;
(C)
the source of the requirement for the assessment;
(D)
the amount of time students will spend taking the assessment, and the
schedule for the assessment; and
(E)
the time and format for disseminating results.
Language Instruction Programs. If the District receives Title I funds, parents of
English learners will be informed regarding how the parents can—
(A)
be involved in the education of their children; and
(B)
be active participants in assisting their children to—
(i)
attain English proficiency;
(ii)
achieve at high levels within a well-rounded education; and
(iii) meet the challenging State academic standards expected of all students.
The District will also inform parents of an English learner identified student of
opportunities to participate in various school programs, as set forth in ESSA.
Please contact the administrative office to receive the foregoing information.
Section 9 Student Privacy Protection Policies
It is the policy of Perkins County Elementary to develop and implement policies that
protect the privacy of students in accordance with applicable laws. The District’s
policies in this regard include the following:

Right of Parents to Inspect Surveys Funded or Administered by the United States
Department of Education or Third Parties: Parents shall have the right to inspect,
upon the parent’s request, a survey created by and administered by either the
United States Department of Education or a third party (a group or person other
than the District) before the survey is administered or distributed by the school to
the parent’s child.
Protection of Student Privacy in Regard to Surveys of Matters Deemed to be
Sensitive: The District will require, for any survey of students which contain one or
more matters deemed to be sensitive (see section headed “Definition of Surveys of
Matters Deemed to be Sensitive”), that suitable arrangements be made to protect
student privacy (that is, the name or other identifying information about a
particular student). For such surveys, the District will also follow the procedures set
forth in the section entitled: “Notification of and Right to Opt-Out of Specific Events.”
Right of Parents to Inspect Instructional Materials: Parents have the right to inspect,
upon reasonable request, any instructional material used as part of the educational
curriculum for their child. Reasonable requests for inspection of instructional
materials shall be granted within a reasonable period of time after the request is
received. Parents shall not have the right to access academic tests or academic
assessments, as such are not within the meaning of the term “instructional
materials” for purposes of this policy. The procedures for making and granting a
request to inspect instructional materials are as follows: the parent shall make the
request, with reasonable specificity, directly to the building principal. The building
principal, within five (5) school days, shall consult with the teacher or other
educator responsible for the curriculum materials. In the event the request can be
accommodated, the building principal shall make the materials available for
inspection or review by the parent, at such reasonable times and place as will not
interfere with the educator’s intended use of the materials. In the event there is a
question as to the nature of the curriculum materials requested or as to whether the
materials are required to be provided, the building principal shall notify the parent
of such concern, and assist the parent with forming a request which can reasonably
be accommodated. If the parent does not formulate such a request, and continues to
desire certain curriculum materials, the parent shall be asked to make their request
to the Superintendent.
Rights of Parents to be notified of and to Opt-Out of Certain Physical Examinations
or Screenings. The general policy and practice of the District is to not administer
physical examinations or screenings of students which require advance notice or
parental opt-out rights under the applicable federal laws, for the reason that the
physical examinations or screenings to be conducted by the District will usually fit
into one of the following exceptions: (1) hearing, vision, or scoliosis screenings; (2)
physical examinations or screenings that are permitted or required by an applicable
State law; and (3) surveys administered to students in accordance with the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. For physical examinations or screenings
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which do not fit into the applicable exceptions, the District will follow the
procedures set forth in the section entitled: “Notification of and Right to Opt-Out of
Specific Events.”
Protection of Student Privacy in Regard to Personal Information Collected from
Students:
The Board of Education respects the rights of parents and their
children and has adopted a Protection of Pupil Rights policy in
consultation with parents to comply with the Protection of Pupil Rights
Amendment (PPRA). The policy is available on the district’s website or
upon request from the district’s administrative office. Parents may opt
their child out of participation in activities identified by the Protection
of Pupil Rights policy by submitting a written request to the
superintendent. The approximate dates during the school year when a
survey requesting personal information as defined in the Protection of
Pupil Rights policy is scheduled are as follows. Parents may have
access to any survey or other material described in the Protection of
Pupil Rights policy by submitting a written request to the
superintendent.
Parental Access to Instruments used in the Collection of Personal Information:
While the general practice of the District is to not engage in the collection,
disclosure, or use of personal information collected from students for the purpose of
marketing or for selling that information, parents shall have the right to inspect,
upon reasonable request, any instrument which may be administered or distributed
to a student for such purposes. Reasonable requests for inspection shall be granted
within a reasonable period of time after the request is received. The procedures for
making and granting such a request are as follows: the parent shall make the
request, with reasonable specificity, directly to the building principal and shall
identify the specific act and the school staff member or program responsible for the
collection, disclosure, or use of personal information from students for the purpose
of marketing that information. The building principal, within five (5) school days,
shall consult with the school staff member or person responsible for the program
that has been reported by the parent to be responsible for the collection, disclosure,
or use of personal information from students. In the event such collection,
disclosure, or use of personal information is occurring or there is a plan for such to
occur, the building principal shall consult with the Superintendent for
determination of whether the action shall be allowed to continue. If not, the
instrument for the collection of personal information shall not be given to any
students. If it is to be allowed, such instrument shall be provided to the requesting
parent as soon as such instrument can be reasonably obtained.
Annual Parental Notification of Student Privacy Protection Policy: The District
provides parents with reasonable notice of the adoption or continued use of this
policy and other policies related to student privacy. Such notice shall be given to

parents of students enrolled in the District at least annually, at the beginning of the
school year, and within a reasonable period of time after any substantive change in
such policies.
Notification to Parents of Dates of and Right to Opt-Out of Specific Events: The
District will directly notify the parents of the affected children, at least annually at
the beginning of the school year, of the specific or approximate dates during the
school year when any of the following activities are scheduled, or are expected to be
scheduled:
The collection, disclosure, or use of personal information collected from
students for the purpose of marketing or for selling that information. (Note: the
general practice of the District is to not engage in the collection, disclosure, or use of
personal information collected from students for the purpose of marketing or for
selling that information).
Surveys of students involving one or more matters deemed to be sensitive in
accordance with the law and this policy; and,
Any non-emergency, invasive physical examination or screening that is
required as a condition of attendance; administered by the school and scheduled by
the school in advance; and not necessary to protect the immediate health and
safety of the student or of other students. (Note: the general practice of the
District is to not engage in physical
examinations or screenings which require
advance notice, for the reason that the physical examinations or screenings to be
conducted by the District will usually fit into one of the following exceptions to the
advance notice requirement and parental opt-out right: (1)
hearing, vision, or
scoliosis screenings; (2) physical examinations or screenings that are permitted or
required by an applicable State law, and (3) surveys administered to students
in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act ).
Parents shall be offered an opportunity in advance to opt their child out of
participation in any of the above listed activities.
In the case of a student of an appropriate age (that is, a student who has reached the
age of 18, or a legally emancipated student), the notice and opt-out right shall
belong to the student.
Definition of Surveys of Matters Deemed to be Sensitive: Any survey containing one
or more of the following matters shall be deemed to be “sensitive” for purposes of
this policy:
1.
2.
parent;
3.

Political affiliations or beliefs of the student or the student’s parent;
Mental or psychological problems of the student or the student’s
Sex behavior or attitudes
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4.
Illegal, anti-social, self-incriminating or demeaning behavior;
5.
Critical appraisals of other individuals with whom the student has
close family relationships;
6.
Legally recognized privileged or analogous relationships, such as
those of lawyers, physicians, and ministers
7.
Religious practices, affiliations, or beliefs of the students or the
student’s parent
8.
Income (other than that required by law to determine eligibility for
participation in a program or for receiving financial assistance under such
program).
Section 10

Parental Involvement Policies

A.

General - Parental/Community Involvement in Schools:
Perkins County Elementary welcomes parental involvement in the education
of their children. We recognize that parental involvement increases student success.
It is the District’s policy to foster and facilitate, to the extent appropriate and in their
primary language, parental information about, and involvement in, the education of
their children. Policies and regulations are established to protect the emotional,
physical and social well being of all students.
1.
Parental involvement is a part of the ongoing and timely planning, review
and improvement of district and building programs.
2.
Parents are encouraged to support the implementation of district policies
and regulations.
3.
Parents are encouraged to monitor their student’s progress by reviewing
quarterly report cards and attending parent-teacher conferences.
4.
Textbooks, tests and other curriculum materials used in the district are
available for review by parents upon request.
5.
Parents are provided access to records of students according to law and
school policy.
6.
Parents are encouraged to attend courses, assemblies, counseling sessions
and other instructional activities with prior approval of the proper teacher or
counselor and administrator. Parents’ continued attendance at such activities would
be based on the students’ well-being.
7.
Testing occurs in this school district as determined to be appropriate by
district staff to assure proper measurement of educational progress and
achievement.
8.
Parents submitting written requests to have their student excused from
testing, classroom instruction and other school experiences will be granted that
request when possible and educationally appropriate. Requests should be submitted
to the proper teacher or administrator within a reasonable time prior to the testing,
classroom instruction or other school experience and should be accompanied by a
written explanation for the request. A plan for an acceptable alternative shall be
approved by the proper teacher and administrator prior to, or as a part of, the
granting of any parent request.

9.
Participation in surveys of students occurs in this district when determined
appropriate by district staff for educational purposes. Parents will be notified prior
to the administration of surveys in accordance with district policy. Timely written
parental requests to remove students from such surveys will be granted in
accordance with district policy and law. In some cases, parental permission must be
given before the survey is administered.
10.
Parents are invited to express their concerns, share their ideas and advocate
for their children’s education with board members, administrators and staff.
11.
School district staff and parents will participate in an annual evaluation and
revision, if needed, of the content and effectiveness of the parental involvement
policy.
B.
Title I Parental Involvement Policy:
The District’s Title I Parental Involvement Policy is established in compliance with
Federal law. The District has a parental involvement policy applicable to parents of
all children. The parental involvement policy applicable to parents of all children is
not replaced by this Title I Parental Involvement Policy and shall continue to be
applicable to all parents, including parents participating in Title I programs.
It is the policy of the District to implement programs, activities, and procedures for
the involvement of parents in Title I programs consistent with the Title I laws. Such
programs, activities, and procedures shall be planned and implemented with
meaningful consultation with parents of participating children.
Expectations for Parental Involvement: It is the expectation of the District that
parents of participating children will have opportunities available for parental
involvement in the programs, activities, and procedures of the District’s Title I
program. The term “parental involvement” means the participation of parents in
regular, two-way, and meaningful communication involving student academic
learning and other school activities, including ensuring–(A) that parents play an
integral role in assisting their child’s learning; (B) that parents are encouraged to be
actively involved in their child’s education at school; (C) that parents are full
partners in their child’s education and are included, as appropriate, in decision
making and on advisory committees to assist in the education of their child; and (D)
the carrying out of other activities, such as those described in this parental
involvement policy. The District intends to meet this expectation through the
following activities:
1.
Involving parents in the joint development of the District’s Title I plan and
the processes of school review and school improvement.
2.
Providing coordination, technical assistance, and other support necessary to
assist participating schools in planning and implementing effective parental
involvement activities to improve student academic achievement and school
performance.
3.
Building the schools’ and parents’ capacity for strong parental involvement.
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4.
Coordinating and integrating parental involvement strategies under Title I
with parental involvement strategies under other programs.
5.
Conducting, with the involvement of parents, an annual evaluation of the
content and effectiveness of the parental involvement policy in improving the
academic quality of the schools served under the Title I program, including
identifying barriers to greater participation by parents in Title I programs, with
particular attention to parents who are economically disadvantaged, are disabled,
have limited English proficiency, have limited literacy, or are of any racial or ethnic
minority background, and use the findings of such evaluation to design strategies for
more effective parental involvement, and to revise, if necessary, the parental
involvement policies of the District.
6.
Involving parents in the activities of the schools served under Title I.
Policy Involvement: Each school served under the Title I program will:
1.

An annual meeting to which all parents of participating
children will be invited to inform parents of their school’s
participation under this part, to explain the requirements of
this part, and the right of the parents to be involved.
Invitations may take the form of notes sent with students
or announcements in the school newsletter. Additional
meetings may be scheduled, based upon need and interest
for such meetings.

2.

An explanation of the details for the child’s and parents’
participation, including but not limited to: curriculum
objectives, the forms of academic assessment used to
measure student progress and the achievement levels of the
challenging State academic standards, type and extent of
participation, parental input in educational decisions,
coordination, and integration with other Federal, State, and
district programs, and evaluations of progress.

3.

Opportunities for participation in parent involvement
activities, such as training to help parents work with their
children to improve achievement. A goal of these parent
activities is to provide parents with opportunities to
participate in decisions relating to the education of their
students, where appropriate.

4.

The district will, to the extent practicable, provide parents
of limited English proficiency, parents with disabilities,
parents
with
limited
literacy,
are
economically
disadvantaged, are of a racial or minority background or

parents of migratory children with opportunities for
involvement in the Title I Program. Communication to
parents about student progress and the district’s other Title
I Program communications will be provided in the language
used in the home to the extent practicable. Responses to
parent concerns will be provided in a timely manner.
5.

Opportunities for parent-teacher conferences, in addition to
those regularly scheduled by the school district, if requested
by the parents or as deemed necessary by school district
staff.

6.

The district will coordinate and integrate parental
involvement programs and activities with other programs in
the community. These may include cooperation with other
community programs such as Head Start and preschools
and other community services such as the public library.
7. The district will educate teachers, specialized instructional
support personnel, principals, and other school leaders, with
the assistance of parents in the value and utility of
contributions of parents, how to reach out to, communicate
with and work with parents as equal partners.

Shared Responsibilities for High Student Academic Achievement: As a component
of the District’s parental involvement policy, each school served under the Title I
program will jointly develop with parents for all children served under the Title I
program a school-parent compact that outlines how parents, the entire school staff,
and students will share the responsibility for improved student academic
achievement and the means by which the school and parents will build and develop
a partnership to help children achieve the State’s high standards. Such compact
shall: (1) describe the school’s responsibility to provide high-quality curriculum
and instruction in a supportive and effective learning environment that enables the
children served under Title I to meet the State’s student academic achievement
standards and the ways in which each parent will be responsible for supporting
their children’s learning, such as monitoring attendance, homework completion, and
television watching; volunteering in their child’s classroom; and participating, as
appropriate, in decisions relating to the education of their children and positive use
of extracurricular time; and (2) address the importance of communication between
teachers and parents on an ongoing basis through, at a minimum: (i) parent-teacher
conferences in elementary schools, at least annually, during which the compact shall
be discussed as the compact relates to the individual child’s achievement; (ii)
frequent reports to parents on their children’s progress; and (iii) reasonable access
to staff, opportunities to volunteer and participate in their child’s class, and
observation of classroom activities.
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Building Capacity for Involvement: To ensure effective involvement of parents and
to support a partnership among the District, parents, and the community to improve
student academic achievement, each school participating in the Title I program and
the District: (1) shall provide assistance to participating parents, as appropriate, in
understanding such topics as the State’s academic content standards and State
student academic achievement standards, State and local academic assessments, the
requirements of Title I and how to monitor a child’s progress and work with
educators to improve the achievement of their children; (2) shall provide materials
and training to help parents work with their children to improve their children’s
achievement, such as literacy training and using technology, as appropriate, to
foster parental involvement; (3) shall educate teachers, student service personnel,
principals, and other staff, with the assistance of parents, in the value and utility of
contributions of parents, and in how to reach out to, communicate with, and work
with parents as equal partners, implement and coordinate parent programs, and
build ties between parents and the school; (4) shall, to the extent feasible and
appropriate, coordinate and integrate parent involvement programs and activities
with Head Start, Reading First, Early Reading First, Even Start, the Home Instruction
Programs for Preschool Youngsters, the Parents as Teacher Program, and public
preschool and other programs, and conduct other activities, such as parent resource
centers, that encourage and support parents in more fully participating in the
education of their children; (5) shall ensure that information related to school and
parent programs, meetings, and other activities is sent to the parents of
participating children in a format, and to the extent practicable, in a language the
parents can understand; (6) may involve parents in the development of training for
teachers, principals, and other educators to improve the effectiveness of such
training; (7) may provide necessary literacy training from funds received under
Title I if the District has exhausted all other reasonably available sources of funding
for such training; (8) may pay reasonable and necessary expenses associated with
parental involvement activities, including transportation and child care costs, to
enable parents to participate in school-related meetings and training sessions; (9)
may train parents to enhance the involvement of other parents; (10) may arrange
school meetings at a variety of times, or conduct in-home conferences between
teachers or other educators, who work directly with participating children, with
parents who are unable to attend such conferences at school, in order to maximize
parental involvement and participation; (11) may adopt and implement model
approaches to improving parental involvement; (12) may establish a district-wide
parent advisory council to provide advice on all matters related to parental
involvement in programs supported under Title I; (13) may develop appropriate
roles for community-based organizations and businesses in parent involvement
activities; and (14) shall provide such other reasonable support for parental
involvement activities under Title I as parents may request.
Accessibility: In carrying out the parental involvement activities for this Title I
Parental Involvement policy, the District shall provide full opportunities for the
participation of parents with limited English proficiency, parents with disabilities,

and parents of migratory children, including providing information and school
reports required under Title I in a format and, to the extent practicable, in a
language such parents understand.
Use, Distribution, and Updating of this Policy: This Title I Parental Involvement
Policy shall be incorporated into the District’s Title I plan, shall be distributed to
parents of participating children, shall be made available to the local community,
and shall be updated periodically to meet the changing needs of the parents and the
school.
Section 11 Homeless Students Policy
Homeless children for purposes of this Policy generally include children who lack a
fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence, as further defined by applicable
federal and state law.
No Stigmatization or Segregation of Homeless Students: It is the District’s policy
and practice to ensure that homeless children are not stigmatized or segregated by
the District on the basis of their status as homeless.
Homeless Coordinator: The Homeless Coordinator (Superintendent of Perkins
County Schools) shall serve as the school liaison for homeless children and youth
and shall ensure that: (1) homeless children are identified by school personnel; (2)
homeless children enroll in, and have a full and equal opportunity to succeed in,
school; (3) homeless children and their families receive educational service for
which they are eligible and referrals to health, dental, and mental health services
and other appropriate services; (4) the parents or guardians of homeless children
are informed of the educational and related opportunities available to their children
and provided with meaningful opportunities to participate in the education of their
children; (5) public notice of the educational rights of homeless children is
disseminated where such children receive services under the federal homeless
children laws, such as schools, family shelters, and soup kitchens; (6) enrollment
disputes are mediated in accordance with law; and (7) the parents or guardians of
homeless children, and any unaccompanied youth, are fully informed of
transportation services available under law. The Homeless Coordinator shall
coordinate with State coordinators and community and school personnel
responsible for the provisions of education and related services to homeless
children. The Homeless Coordinator may designate duties hereunder as the
Homeless Coordinator determines to be appropriate.
Enrollment of and Services to Homeless Children: A homeless child shall be
enrolled in compliance with law and be provided services comparable to services
offered to other students in the school in which the homeless child has been placed.
Placement of a homeless child is determined based on the child’s “school of origin”
and the “best interests” of the child. The “school of origin” means the school that the
child attended when permanently housed or the school in which the child was last
enrolled. Placement decisions shall be made according to the District’s
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determination of the child’s best interests, and shall be at either: (1) the child’s
school of origin for the duration of the child’s homelessness (or, if the child becomes
permanently housed during the school year, for the remainder of that school year)
or (2) the school of the attendance area where the child is actually living. To the
extent feasible, the placement shall be in the school of origin, except when such is
contrary to the wishes of the homeless child’s parent or legal guardian. If the
placement is not in the school of origin or a school requested by the homeless child’s
parent or legal guardian, the District shall provide a written explanation of the
placement decision and a statement of appeal rights to the parent or guardian as
provided in Nebraska Rule 19.
If the homeless child is an unaccompanied youth, the Homeless Coordinator shall
assist in the placement decision, consider the views of the unaccompanied youth,
and provide the unaccompanied youth with notice of the right to appeal. The
process to resolve disputes concerning the enrollment or placement of a homeless
child or youth is as follows:
1.
The district shall provide a written response and explanation of a decision
regarding any complaint or dispute of a parent, guardian or other person having
legal or actual charge or control of a homeless child or youth within thirty (30)
calendar days of the time such complaint or dispute is brought;
2.
The enrollment of the homeless child or youth in the school where
enrollment is sought during the time such dispute is being considered
3.
And notice of the right to appeal as provided in Nebraska Rule 19.
Any parent, guardian or other person having legal or actual charge or control of a
homeless child or youth that is dissatisfied with the decision of a school district after
the dispute resolution process may file an appeal with the Commissioner of the
Nebraska Department of Education within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the
decision. Such appeals are informal and shall be submitted to the Commissioner in
writing, as outlined in Nebraska Department of Education Rule 19, Section 005.03.
The District shall immediately contact the school last attended by the homeless child
to obtain relevant academic and other records. If the homeless child needs to obtain
immunizations or medical records, the District shall immediately refer the parent or
guardian of the homeless child to the Homeless Coordinator, who shall assist in
obtaining necessary immunizations or medical records. The District may
nonetheless require the parent or guardian of the homeless child to submit contact
information.
Transportation will be provided to homeless students, to the extent required by law
and comparable to that provided to students who are not homeless, upon request of
the parent or guardian of the homeless child, or by the Homeless Coordinator in the
case of an unaccompanied youth, as follows: (1) if the homeless child’s school of
origin is in the District, and the homeless child continues to live in the District,
transportation to and from the school of origin shall be provided by the District; and
(2) if the homeless child lives in a school other than the District, but continues to
attend the Perkins County Elementary based on it being the school of origin, the new

school and Perkins County Elementary shall agree upon a method to apportion the
responsibility and costs for providing the child with transportation to and from the
school of origin and, if they are unable to agree, the responsibility and cost for
transportation shall be shared equally.
Section 12

Breakfast and Lunch Programs
3012
School Meal Program and Meal Charges

Meal Program. The school district will make a school meal program
available to students. The cost of the program will be determined by
the board of education so as to make the program as nearly selfsupporting as possible. With board approval, the district may contract
with a private company or corporation for the management and/or
provision of the program.
The district will notify the families with children attending school of the
current guidelines for free or reduced-price school meals. A copy of the
complete regulations and procedures regarding reduced-price and free
meals shall be available in the office of the superintendent.
Meal Charge Policy. The district will notify students and their families
of the policy for Charged Meals, meaning meals received by a student
when the student does not have money in hand or in his or her food
account. This policy applies to students who receive meals at the free,
reduced, or full rates.
Notice of this policy must be provided in writing to all households at the
start of each school year and to households that transfer to the school
during the school year. Notice may be provided through the student
handbook, student registration materials, online portal used to access
student accounts, direct mailing or e-mail, newsletter, the district
website, and/or any other appropriate means. Notice of this policy will
also be provided all school staff responsible for the enforcement of it,
including food service professionals responsible for collecting payment
for meals at the point of service, staff involved in notifying families of
low or negative balances, and other staff involved in enforcing any
aspect of this policy.
The district’s policy on charged meals is:
If a student has no funds available to pay for a meal, no food will be
provided.
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If a student repeatedly lacks funds to purchase a meal, has not brought
a meal from home, and is not enrolled in a free meal program, the
district will use its resources and contacts to protect the health and
safety of the student. Failure or refusal of parents or guardians to
provide meals for students may require mandatory reporting to child
protection agencies as required by law.
Collection of Delinquent Meal Charge Debt
The school district is required to make reasonable efforts to collect
unpaid meal charges. The building principal or his or her designee will
contact households about unpaid meal charges and notify them again of
the availability of the free and reduced meal program and/or establish
payment plans and due dates by telephone, e-mail, or other written or
oral communication. If these collection efforts are unsuccessful, the
school district may pursue any other methods to collect delinquent debt
as allowed by law.
Collection efforts may continue into a new school year.
In the event that the Nebraska Department of Education develops a
state-level meal charge policy, it shall supersede that portion of this
policy.
The District provides the United States Department of Agriculture’s required
nondiscrimination statement:
In accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture policy, this
institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national
origin, sex, disability, religion, age, pregnancy, childbirth or related medical
condition, or other protected status.
To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, One
Petticoat Lane, 1010 Walnut Street, 3rd Floor, Suite 320, Kansas City, Missouri
64106, (816) 268-0550 (voice), Fax (816) 268-0599, (800) 877-8339
(telecommunications device for the deaf), or ocr.kansascity@ed.gov. USDA is an
equal opportunity provider and employer.
The school food authority assures the State Department of Education that the school
system will uniformly implement the following policy to determine children's
eligibility for free and reduced price meals in all National School Lunch Programs.
In fulfilling its responsibilities the school food authority:

1.
Agrees to serve meals free to children from families whose income meets
eligibility guidelines.
2.
Agrees to serve meals at a reduced price to children from families whose
income falls between free meal scale and the poverty guidelines.
3.
Agrees to provide these benefits to any child whose family’s income falls
within the criteria in Attachment A after deductions are made for the following
special hardship conditions which could not reasonably be anticipated or controlled
by the household: Unusually high medical expenses; shelter costs in excess of 30
percent of reported income; special education expenses due to the mental or
physical condition of a child; disaster or casualty losses.
4.
In addition, agrees to provide these benefits to children from families who
are experiencing strikes, layoffs and unemployment which cause the family income
to fall within the criteria set forth in federal guidelines.
5.
Agrees there will be no physical segregation of, nor any other discrimination
against, any child because of his inability to pay the full price of the meal. The
names of the children eligible to receive free and reduced price meals shall not be
published, posted or announced in any manner and there shall be no overt
identification of any such children by use of special tokens or tickets or any other
means. Further assurance is given that children eligible for free or reduced price
meals shall not be required to: Work for their meals; use a separate lunch room; go
through a separate serving line; enter the lunchroom through a separate entrance;
eat meals at a different time; or eat a meal different from the one sold to children
paying the full price.
6.
Agrees in the operation of child nutrition programs, no child shall be
discriminated against because of race, sex, color, or national origin.
7.
Agrees to establish and use a fair hearing procedure for parental appeals to
the school's decisions on applications and for school officials' challenges to the
correctness of information contained in an application or to be continued eligibility
of any child for free or reduced price meals. During the appeal and hearing the child
will continue to receive free or reduced priced meals. A record of all such appeals
and challenges and their dispositions shall be retained for three (3) years. Prior to
initiating the hearing procedures, the parent or local school official may request a
conference to provide an opportunity for the parent and school official to discuss
the situation, present information, and obtain an explanation of data submitted in
the application and decisions rendered. Such a conference shall not in any way
prejudice or diminish the right to a fair hearing. The hearing procedure shall
provide the following:
•
A publicly-announced, simple method for making an oral or written request
for a hearing.
•
An opportunity to be assisted or represented by an attorney or other person.
•
An opportunity to examine, prior to and during the hearing, the documents
and records presented to support the decision under appeal.
•
Reasonable promptness and convenience in scheduling a hearing and
adequate notice as to the time and place of the hearing.
•
An opportunity to present oral or documentary evidence and arguments
supporting a position without undue interference.
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•
An opportunity to question or refute any testimony or other evidence and to
confront and cross-examine any adverse witnesses.
•
The hearing be conducted and the decision made by a hearing official who
did not participate in the decision under appeal or in any previous conference.
•
The parties concerned and any designated representative thereof are
notified in writing of the decision of the hearing official.
8.
Agrees to designate the Superintendent to review applications and
make determinations of eligibility. This official will use the criteria outlined in this
policy to determine which individual children are eligible for free or reduced price
meals.
9.
Agrees to develop and send to each child's parent or guardian a letter
as outlined by State Department of Education including an application form for free
or reduced price meals at the beginning of each school year. Applications may be
filed at any time during the year. All children from a family will receive the same
benefits.
The following information will be available in the office of the
Superintendent:
●
●
●
●

Eligibility criteria for free and reduced meals
Parent letter and application
Public release
Collection procedure
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RECEIPT OF 2018-2019 STUDENT - PARENT HANDBOOK
OF PERKINS COUNTY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
This signed receipt acknowledges receipt of the 2017-18 Student-Parent
Handbook of Perkins County Elementary Schools. It is understood that the
handbook contains student conduct and discipline rules and information about Safe
and Drug-Free Schools and that the undersigned, as student, agrees to follow such
conduct and discipline rules. This receipt also serves to acknowledge that it is
understood that the District’s policies of non-discrimination and equity, and that
specific complaint and grievance procedures exist in the handbook, which should be
used to respond to harassment or discrimination.
Date:_______________________________
____________________________________
Student’s Signature

Date:_______________________________
____________________________________
Parent or Legal Guardian’s Signature

Return to:
NICOLE LONG, Principal
Perkins County Elementary Schools
Grant, Nebraska

AVAILABILITY OF HANDBOOKS
The 2018-2019 Student-Parent Handbook of Perkins County Elementary Schools is
available on the internet at perkinscountyschools.org.
Because of the expense of printing the handbooks, we are asking that you consider
using the Internet to access and review the 2018-2019 Student Parent Handbook.
Using the internet to access the handbook will allow the district to direct printing
dollars to instructional needs and eliminate the need for you to search for your
handbook when you have questions throughout the year. Thank you for considering
this new use of technology to improve school-home communication.
Please return to the Principal’s Office by September 1, 2018. This will allow us time
to get the Handbook to all students and parents before school starts while avoiding
the necessity of printing more copies of the Handbooks than necessary.
□
Thank you for providing the 2018-2019 Student-Parent Handbook online. I
will review it on the Internet. My signed receipt below acknowledges receipt of the
Handbook in a satisfactory manner via the Internet.
□

I prefer a paper copy of the Handbook.

___________________________
Name
RECEIPT OF 2018-2019 STUDENT-PARENT HANDBOOK
This signed receipt acknowledges receipt of the 2018-2019 Student-Parent
Handbook of Perkins County Elementary Schools. It is understood that the
handbook contains student conduct and discipline rules and information about Safe
and Drug-Free Schools and that the undersigned, as student, agrees to follow such
conduct and discipline rules. This receipt also serves to acknowledge that it is
understood that the District’s policies of non-discrimination and equity, and that
specific complaint and grievance procedures exist in the handbook, which should be
used to respond to harassment or discrimination.
Date:_______________________________
____________________________________
Student’s Signature

Date:_______________________________
____________________________________
Parent or Legal Guardian’s Signature
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